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ABSTRACT. We introduce δ-cliffs, a generalization of permutations and increasing trees dependingon a range map δ. We define a first lattice structure on these objects and we establish generalresults about its subposets. Among them, we describe sufficient conditions to have EL-shellableposets, lattices with algorithms to compute the meet and the join of two elements, and latticesconstructible by interval doubling. Some of these subposets admit natural geometric realizations.Then, we introduce three families of subposets which, for some maps δ, have underlying setsenumerated by the Fuss-Catalan numbers. Among these, one is a generalization of Stanley latticesand another one is a generalization of Tamari lattices. These three families of posets fit into achain for the order extension relation and they share some properties. Finally, in the same wayas the product of the Malvenuto-Reutenauer algebra forms intervals of the right weak Bruhatorder of permutations, we construct algebras whose products form intervals of the lattices of
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2 CAMILLE COMBE AND SAMUELE GIRAUDO
INTRODUCTIONThe theory of combinatorial Hopf algebras takes a prominent place in algebraic combina-torics. The Malvenuto-Reutenauer algebra FQSym [MR95, DHT02] is a central object in thistheory. This structure is defined on the linear span of all permutations and the product of twopermutations has the notable property to form an interval of the right weak Bruhat order.Moreover, FQSym admits a lot of substructures, like the Loday-Ronco algebra of binary treesPBT [LR98,HNT05] and the algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions Sym [GKL+95].Each of these structures brings out in a beautiful and somewhat unexpected way the combina-torics of some partial orders, respectively the Tamari order [Tam62] and the Boolean lattice,playing the same role as the one played by the right weak Bruhat order for FQSym. To beslightly more precise, all these algebraic structures have, as common point, a product · whichexpresses, on their so-called fundamental bases {Fx}x , as

Fx · Fy = ∑
x y≼z≼x y

Fz, (0.0.1)
where ≼ is a partial order on basis elements, and and are some binary operations on basiselements (in most cases, some sorts of concatenation operations).

The point of departure of this work consists in considering a different partial order relationon permutations and ask to what extent analogues of FQSym and a similar hierarchy ofalgebras arise in this context. We consider here first a very natural order on permutations:the componentwise ordering ≼ on Lehmer codes of permutations [Leh60]. A study of theseposets Cl1(n) appears in [Den13]. Each poset Cl1(n) is an order extension of the right weakBruhat order of order n. To give a concrete point of comparison, the Hasse diagrams of theright weak Bruhat order of order 3 and of Cl1(3) are respectively123
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(0.0.2) and
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As we can observe, the right weak Bruhat order relation on permutations of size 3 is includedinto the order relation of Cl1(3).

In this work, we consider a more general version of Lehmer codes, called δ-cliffs, leadingto distributive lattices Clδ . Here δ is a parameter which is a map N \ {0} → N, called rangemap, assigning to each position of the words a maximal allowed value. The linear spans Clδof these sets are endowed with a very natural product related to the intervals of Clδ . Someproperties of this product are implied by the general shape of δ. For instance, when δ isso-called valley-free, Clδ is an associative algebra, and when δ is weakly increasing, Clδ isfree as a unital associative algebra. The particular algebra Cl1 is in fact isomorphic to FQSym,so that for any range map δ, Clδ is a generalization of this latter. For instance, when δ isthe map m satisfying m(i) = (i − 1)m with m ∈ N, then all Clm are free associative algebraswhose bases are indexed by increasing trees wherein all nodes have m + 1 children.
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In the same way as the Tamari order can be defined by restricting the right weak Bruhatorder to some permutations, one builds three subposets of Clδ by restricting ≼ to particular

δ-cliffs. This leads to three families Avδ , Hiδ , and Caδ of posets. When δ is the particularmap m defined above with m ⩾ 0, the underlying sets of all these posets of order n ⩾ 0 areenumerated by the n-th m-Fuss-Catalan number [DM47]
catm(n) := 1

mn + 1
(
mn + n

n

)
. (0.0.4)

These posets have some close interactions: when δ is an increasing map, Hiδ is an orderextension of Caδ , which is itself an order extension of Avδ . Besides, Him (resp. Cam) general-izes for any m ⩾ 0 the Stanley lattice [Sta75,Knu04] (resp. Tamari lattice), which occurs when
m = 1. Our generalization of Tamari lattices is different from the classical one introducedin [BPR12]. Besides, from these posets Him and Cam, one defines respectively two quotientalgebras Him and Cam of Clm. Notably, The algebra Ca1 is isomorphic to PBT, and the otherones Cam , m ⩾ 2, are not free as associative algebras.This paper is organized as follows.Section 1 is intended to introduce δ-cliffs and to set some notations and recalls about posettheory. As a by-product in the process of establishing links between the posets Clδ(n) andthe weak Bruhat order, we introduce an alternative poset (Clδ(n),≼′) when δ satisfies someparticular conditions. We prove that when δ = 1, the obtained poset is the weak Bruhatorder and we conjecture that for all authorized range maps δ, the posets (Clδ(n),≼′) aresemi-distributive lattices. Besides, even if the posets Clδ(n) have a very simple structure,they contain interesting subposets S(n). To study these substructures, we establish a seriesof sufficient conditions on S(n) for the fact that these posets are EL-shellable [BW96, BW97],are lattices (and give algorithms to compute the meet and the join of two elements), and areconstructible by interval doubling [Day79]. Moreover, under some precise conditions, eachsubposet S(n) can be seen as a geometric object in Rn. We call this the geometric realizationof S(n). We introduce here the notion of cell and expose a way to compute the volume of thegeometrical object.Next, in Section 2, we study the posets Avδ , Hiδ , and Caδ . For each of these, we providesome general properties (EL-shellability, lattice property, constructibility by interval doubling),and describe its input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies elements, that are elements havingrespectively a maximal number of covered elements, covering elements, or both propertiesat the same time. We observe a surprising phenomenon: some posets Avδ , Hiδ , or Caδ areisomorphic to their subposets restrained on input-wings, output-wings, or butterflies elements.Moreover, a notable link among other ones is that the subposet of Cam(n) is isomorphic to thesubposet of Him−1(n) restrained to its input-wings. We also study further interactions betweenour three families of Fuss-Catalan posets: there are for instance bijective posets morphisms(but not poset isomorphisms) between Avδ and Caδ , and between Caδ and Hiδ , when δ isincreasing.Finally, Section 3 presents a study of the algebra Clδ . We start by introducing a naturalcoproduct on Clδ in order to obtain by duality a product, associative in some cases. Threealternative bases of Clδ are introduced, including two that are multiplicative and are defined
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from the order on δ-cliffs. We then rely on these bases to give a presentation by generatorsand relations of Clδ . When δ is valley-free and is 1-dominated (that is a certain conditionon range maps), Clδ admits a finite presentation (a finite number of generators and a finitenumber of nontrivial relations between the generators). When δ is weakly increasing, Clδis free as an associative algebra. We end this work by constructing, given a subfamilly S ofClδ , a quotient space ClS of Clδ isomorphic to the linear span of S. A sufficient conditionon S to have moreover a quotient algebra of Clδ is introduced. We also describe a sufficientcondition on S for the fact that the product of two basis elements of ClS is an interval of aposet S(n). These results are applied to construct and study the two quotients Him := ClHimand Cam := ClCam of Clm. The algebra Ca1 is isomorphic to the Loday-Ronco algebra andthe other algebras Cam , m ⩾ 2, provide generalizations of this later which are not free. Onthe other hand, for any m ⩾ 1, all Him are other associative algebras whose dimensions arealso Fuss-Catalan numbers and are not free.This paper is an extended version of [CG20] containing the proofs of the presented resultsand presenting new ones as the geometrical aspects of the studied posets.
General notations and conventions. For any integers i and j , [i, j] denotes the set {i, i +1, . . . , j}. For any integer i, [i] denotes the set [1, i] and Ji] denotes the set [0, i]. Graded setsare sets decomposing as a disjoint union S = ⊔

n⩾0 S(n). For any x ∈ S, the unique n ⩾ 0 suchthat x ∈ S(n) is the degree |x| of x. A graded subset of S is a graded set S′ such that for all
n ⩾ 0, S′(n) ⊆ S(n). The generating series of S is the series GS(t) := ∑

x∈S t |x|. The emptyword is denoted by ε. If P is a statement, we denote by ↿P the indicator function (equals to 1if P holds and 0 otherwise).
1. δ-CLIFF POSETS AND GENERAL PROPERTIESThis section is devoted to introduce the lattices of δ-cliffs and to set some notations anddefinitions about posets and lattices. Then, we will review some properties of its subposets,like EL-shellability, constructibility by interval doubling, and geometric realizations.

1.1. δ-cliffs. We introduce here δ-cliffs, their links with Lehmer codes, permutations, andparticular increasing trees.
1.1.1. First definitions. A range map is a map δ : N \ {0} → N. We shall specify range mapsas infinite words δ = δ(1)δ(2) . . . . For this purpose, for any a ∈ N, we shall denote by aω theinfinite word having all its letters equal to a. We say that δ

⋆ is rooted if δ(1) = 0;
⋆ is weakly increasing if for all i ⩾ 1, δ(i) ⩽ δ(i + 1);
⋆ is increasing if for all i ⩾ 1, δ(i) < δ(i + 1));
⋆ has an ascent if there are 1 ⩽ i1 < i2 such that δ(i1) < δ(i2);
⋆ has an descent if there are 1 ⩽ i1 < i2 such that δ(i1) > δ(i2);
⋆ has a valley if there are 1 ⩽ i1 < i2 < i3 such that δ(i1) > δ(i2) < δ(i3);
⋆ is valley-free (or unimodal) if δ has no valley;
⋆ is j-dominated for a j ⩾ 1 if there is k ⩾ 1 such that for all k′ ⩾ k, δ(j) ⩾ δ(k′).
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For any n ⩾ 0, the n-th dimension of δ is the integer dimn(δ) := #{i ∈ [n] : δ(i) ̸= 0}.

Given a range map δ, a word u of nonnegative integers of length n is a δ-cliff if for any
i ∈ [n], ui ∈ Jδ(i)]. The size |u| of a δ-cliff u is its length as a word, and the weight ω(u) of uis the sum of its letters. The graded set of all δ-cliffs where the degree of a δ-cliff is its size, isdenoted by Clδ . In the sequel, for any m ⩾ 0, we shall denote by m the range map satisfying
m(i) = (i − 1)m for any i ∈ N \ {0}. For instance,

Cl1(3) = {000, 001, 002, 010, 011, 012}, (1.1.1a)
Cl2(3) = {000, 001, 002, 003, 004, 010, 011, 012, 013, 014, 020, 021, 022, 023, 024}. (1.1.1b)Let us denote respectively by 0̄δ(n) and by 1̄δ(n) the δ-cliffs 0n and δ(1) . . . δ(n).

It follows immediately from the definition of δ-cliffs that the cardinality of Clδ(n) satisfies
#Clδ(n) = ∏

i∈[n](δ(i) + 1). (1.1.2)
The first numbers of m-cliffs are

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, m = 0, (1.1.3a)
1, 1, 2, 6, 24, 120, 720, 5040, m = 1, (1.1.3b)1, 1, 3, 15, 105, 945, 10395, 135135, m = 2. (1.1.3c)Last sequence is Sequence A001147 of [Slo].

1.1.2. Lehmer codes and permutations. There is a classical correspondence between permu-tations and Lehmer codes [Leh60], that are certain words of integers. Here, we consider aslight variation of Lehmer codes, establishing a bijection between the set of 1-cliffs of size n andthe set of permutations of the same size. Given a permutation σ of size n, let the 1-cliff u suchthat for any j ∈ [n], uj is the number of values i such that i < j while σ−1(i) > σ−1(j). We denoteby leh(σ ) the 1-cliff thus associated with the permutation σ . For instance, leh(436512) = 002323.
1.1.3. Weakly increasing range maps and increasing trees. Given a rooted weakly increas-ing range map δ, let ∆δ : N \ {0} → N be the map defined by ∆δ(i) := δ(i + 1) − δ(i). Forinstance, for any a ⩾ 0, ∆aω = 0ω , and for any m ⩾ 0, ∆m = mω . A δ-increasing tree is aplanar rooted tree where internal nodes are bijectively labeled from 1 to n, any internal nodelabeled by i ∈ [n] has arity ∆δ(i) + 1, and every children of any node labeled by i ∈ [n] areleaves or are internal nodes labeled by j ∈ [n] such that j > i. The size of such a tree is itsnumber of internal nodes. The leaves of a δ-increasing tree are implicitly numbered from 1to its total number of leaves from left to right.

Observe that, regardless of any particular condition on δ, any δ-cliff u of size n ⩾ 1 recur-sively decomposes as u = u′a where a ∈ Jδ(n)] and u′ is a δ-cliff of size n−1. Relying on thisobservation, when δ is rooted and weakly increasing, let treeδ be the map sending any δ-cliff
u of size n to the δ-increasing tree of size n recursively defined as follows. If n = 0, treeδ(u)is the leaf. Otherwise, by using the above decomposition of u, treeδ(u) is the tree obtained by

http://oeis.org/A001147
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grafting on the (a + 1)-st leaf of the tree tree(u′) a node of arity ∆δ(n) + 1 labeled by n. Forinstance,

tree2(0230228) = 4 1
7 236 5 , (1.1.4)

and for δ := 0233579ω , one has ∆δ = 2102220ω , and
treeδ(021042) = 4 5 26

13 . (1.1.5)
Proposition 1.1.1. For any rooted weakly increasing range map δ, treeδ is a one-to-one
correspondence from the set of all δ-cliffs of size n ⩾ 0 and the set of all δ-increasing trees
of size n.

Proof. Let us first prove that treeδ is a well-defined map. This can be done by induction on
n and arises from the fact that, for any u ∈ Clδ(n), the total number of leaves of treeδ(u) is1 + δ(n + 1). This is a consequence of the fact that

1 + δ(n) − 1 + ∆δ(n) + 1 = 1 + δ(n + 1). (1.1.6)
Therefore, there is in treeδ(u) a leaf of index a+1 for any value a ∈ Jδ(n + 1)]. Hence, and dueto the fact that by construction, treeδ(u) is a δ-increasing tree, the map treeδ is well-defined.Now, let φ be the map from the set of all δ-increasing trees of size n to Clδ(n) definedrecursively as follows. If t is the leaf, set φ(t) := ε. Otherwise, consider the node with themaximal label in t. Since t is increasing, this node has no children. Set t′ as the δ-increasingtree obtained by replacing this node by a leaf in t, and set a as the index of the leaf of
t′ on which this maximal node of t is attached (this index is 1 if t′ is the leaf). Then, set
φ(t) := φ(t′)(a − 1). The statement of the proposition follows by showing by induction on nthat φ is the inverse of the map treeδ . □

In [CP19], s-decreasing trees are considered, where s is a sequence of length n ⩾ 0 ofnonnegative integers. These trees are labeled decreasingly and any internal node labeledby i ∈ [n] has arity si. As a consequence of Proposition 1.1.1, any s-decreasing tree can beencoded by a δ-increasing tree where δ is a rooted weakly increasing range map satisfying
δ(i) = ∑1⩽j⩽i−1 sn−j+1 for all i ∈ [n+1]. The correspondence between such s-decreasing treesand δ-increasing trees consists in relabeling by n+ 1 − i each internal node labeled by i ∈ [n].A consequence of all this is that δ-cliffs can be seen as generalizations of s-decreasing treesby relaxing the considered conditions on δ.
1.2. δ-cliff posets. We endow now the set of all δ-cliffs of a given size with an order relation,give some recalls about poset and lattice theory, and establish a link between the poset of
1-cliffs and the weak Bruhat order of permutations.
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1.2.1. First definitions. Let δ be a range map and ≼ be the partial order relation on Clδdefined by u ≼ v for any u, v ∈ Clδ such that |u| = |v| and ui ⩽ vi for all i ∈ [|u|]. For any
n ⩾ 0, the poset (Clδ(n),≼) is the δ-cliff poset of order n. Figure 1 shows the Hasse diagramsof some δ-cliff posets.
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FIGURE 1. Hasse diagrams of some δ-cliff posets.

Let us introduce some notation about δ-cliffs. For any u ∈ Clδ(n) and i ∈ [n], let ↓i(u) (resp.
↑i(u)) be the word on Z of length n obtained by decrementing (resp. incrementing) by 1 the
i-th letter of u. Let also, for any u, v ∈ Clδ(n), D(u, v) := {i ∈ [n] : ui ̸= vi} be the set of allindices of different letters between u and v. For any u, v ∈ Clδ(n), let u∧ v be the δ-cliffof size n defined for any i ∈ [n] by (u∧ v)i := min{ui, vi}. We also define u∨ v similarly byreplacing the min operation by max in the previous definition. For any u, v ∈ Clδ(n), the
difference between v and u is the word v − u on Z of length n defined for any i ∈ [n] by(v −u)i := vi −ui. Observe that when u ≼ v, v −u is a δ-cliff. The δ-complementary cδ(u) of
u ∈ Clδ(n) is the δ-cliff 1̄δ(n) − u. For instance, by setting u := 0010, if u is seen as a 1-cliff,then c1(u) = 0113, and if u is seen as a 2-cliff, then c2(u) = 0236. This map cδ is an involution.
1.2.2. First properties and recalls. A study of the 1-cliff posets appears in [Den13]. Ourdefinition stated here depending on δ is therefore a generalization of these posets. Thestructure of the δ-cliff posets is very simple since each of these posets of order n is isomorphicto the Cartesian product Jδ(1)] × · · · × Jδ(n)], where Jk] is the total order on k + 1 elements.It follows from this observation that each δ-cliff poset is a lattice admitting respectively ∧and ∨ as meet and join operations. Recall that a lattice (L,∧,∨) is distributive if for all
x, y, z ∈ L, x ∧(y ∨ z) = (x ∧y) ∨(x ∧ z). Recall also that all distributive lattices are modularand graded [Sta11]. Since total orders are distributive and the distributivity is preserved bythe Cartesian product of posets, Clδ(n) is a distributive lattice.

Recall that the covering relation of a poset P is the set of all pairs (x, y) ∈ P2 such thatthe interval [x, y] has cardinality 2. It follows immediately from the definition of ≼ that thecovering relation ⋖ of Clδ(n) satisfies u⋖ v if and only if there is an index i ∈ [n] such that
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v = ↑i(u). Moreover, these posets Clδ(n) are graded, and the rank of a δ-cliff u is ω(u). Theleast element of the poset is 0̄δ(n) while the greatest element 1̄δ(n).Let us make some reminders about poset morphisms used thereafter. If (P1,≼1) and(P2,≼2) are two posets, a map φ : P1 → P2 is a poset morphism if for any x, y ∈ P1, x ≼1 yimplies φ(x) ≼2 φ(y). We say that P2 is an order extension of a poset P1 if there is a map
φ : P1 → P2 which is both a bijection and a poset morphism. A map φ : P1 → P2 is a poset
embedding if for any x, y ∈ P1, x ≼1 y if and only if φ(x) ≼2 φ(y). Observe that a posetembedding is necessarily injective. A map φ : P1 → P2 is a poset isomorphism if φ is both abijection and a poset embedding.
1.2.3. Links with the weak Bruhat order. Let S be the graded set of all permutations wherethe degree of a permutation is its length as a word. A coinversion of a permutation σ is apair (

σj , σi
) such that σj < σi and i < j . For any n ⩾ 0, the weak Bruhat order of order n is apartial order (S(n),≼S) wherein for any σ, ν ∈ S(n), σ ≼S ν if the set of all coinversions of σis contained in the set of all coinversions of ν. By denoting by si , i ∈ [n−1], the i-th elementarytransposition, the covering relation ⋖S of this poset satisfies σ ⋖S σsi for any σ ∈ S(n) andany i ∈ [n − 1] such that σi < σi+1.When δ is a rooted weakly increasing range map, let us consider the binary relation ⋖′on Clδ(n) defined as follows. Let u, v ∈ Clδ and t := treeδ(u). We have u⋖′ v if there is anindex i ∈ [n] such that v = ↑i(u) and all the children of the node labeled by i of t are leaves,except possibly the first of its brotherhood. For instance, for δ := 0233579ω and the δ-cliff

u := 021042, since
treeδ(u) = 4 5 26

13 , (1.2.1)
we observe that all the children of the nodes labeled by 2, 3, 5 and 6 are leaves, except possiblythe first ones. For this reason, u is covered by ↑3(u) = 022042 and by ↑6(u) = 021043, but notby ↑2(u) = 031042 since this word is not a δ-cliff.The reflexive and transitive closure ≼′ of this relation is an order relation. By Proposi-tion 1.1.1, this endows the set of all δ-increasing trees with a poset structure. It follows im-mediately from the description of the covering relation ⋖ of Clδ(n) provided in Section 1.2.2that ⋖′ is a refinement of ⋖. For this reason (Clδ(n),≼) is an order extension of (Clδ(n),≼′).Figure 2 shows an example of a Hasse diagram of such a poset.

0000
0001 0100 0010

0002 0101 0110 0011
0102 0012 0111

0112
FIGURE 2. The Hasse diagram of the poset (Cl0112ω (4),≼′).
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Proposition 1.2.1. For any n ⩾ 0, the poset (Cl1(n),≼′) is isomorphic to the weak Bruhat
order on permutations of size n.

Proof. Let φ be the map from the set of all words u of size n of integers without repeatedletters to the set of increasing binary trees of size n where internal nodes are bijectivelylabeled by the letters of u, defined recursively as follows. If σ is the empty word, then φ(σ ) isthe leaf. Otherwise, σ decomposes as σ = waw ′ where a is the least letter of σ , and w and
w ′ are words of integers. In this case, φ(σ ) is the binary tree consisting in a root labeled by aand having as left subtree φ(w ′) and as right subtree φ(w) —observe the reversal of the orderbetween w and w ′. Now, by induction on n, one can prove that for any permutation σ of size
n, the binary trees φ(σ ) and tree1(leh(σ )) are the same.Assume that σ and ν are two permutations such that σ ⋖S ν. Thus, by definition of ⋖S, σdecomposes as σ = wabw ′ and ν as ν = wbaw ′ where a and b are letters such that a < b, and
w and w ′ are words of integers. By definition of φ, since a and b are adjacent in σ , the rightsubtree of the node labeled by b of φ(σ ) is empty. Therefore, due to the property stated in thefirst part of the proof, and by definition of the map tree1 and of the covering relation ⋖′, onehas leh(σ )⋖′ leh(ν). Conversely, assume that u and v are two 1-cliffs such that u⋖′ v. Thus,by definition of ⋖′, v is obtained by changing a letter ui , i ⩾ 2, in u by ui + 1, and in tree1(u),the right subtree of the node labeled by i is empty. Let σ := leh−1(u) and ν := leh−1(v). Since
φ(σ ) and tree1(u) are the same increasing binary trees, we have, from the definition of themap φ, that ui−1 < ui. Finally, by definition of ⋖S, one obtains σ ⋖S ν.We have shown that the bijection leh between S(n) and Cl1(n) is such that, for any σ, ν ∈
S(n), σ ⋖S ν if and only if leh(σ )⋖′ leh(ν) . For this reason, leh is a poset isomorphism. □

Therefore, Proposition 1.2.1 says in particular that the 1-cliff poset is an extension of theweak Bruhat order. Besides, for all rooted weakly increasing range maps δ, one can see(Clδ(n),≼′) as generalizations of the weak Bruhat order. Supported by some computer exper-iments, we state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2.2. For any rooted weakly increasing range map δ and any n ⩾ 0, the poset(Clδ(n),≼′) is a semi-distributive lattice.

1.3. Subposets of δ-cliff posets. Despite their simplicity, the δ-cliff posets contain subposetshaving a lot of combinatorial and algebraic properties. If S is a graded subset of Clδ , each
S(n), n ⩾ 0, is a subposet of Clδ(n) for the order relation ≼. We denote by ⋖S the coveringrelation of each S(n), n ⩾ 0.We say that S is

⋆ spread if for any n ⩾ 0, 0̄δ(n) ∈ S and 1̄δ(n) ∈ S;
⋆ straight if for any u, v ∈ S such that u⋖S v, #D(u, v) = 1;
⋆ coated if for any n ⩾ 0, any u, v ∈ S(n) such that u ≼ v, and any i ∈ [n − 1],
u1 . . . uivi+1 . . . vn ∈ S;

⋆ closed by prefix if for any u ∈ S, all prefixes of u (that are words u1 . . . uk where
k ∈ J|u|]) belong to S;

⋆ minimally extendable if ε ∈ S and for any u ∈ S, u0 ∈ S;
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⋆ maximally extendable if ε ∈ S and for any u ∈ S, u δ(|u| + 1) ∈ S.Observe that when S is spread, each poset S(n), n ⩾ 0, is bounded, that is it admits a leastand a greatest element. Observe also that if S is both minimally and maximally extendable,then S is spread.

Lemma 1.3.1. Let δ be a range map and S be a coated graded subset of Clδ . Then, S is
straight.

Proof. Let n ⩾ 0 and u, v ∈ S(n) such that u ≼ v and #D(u, v) ⩾ 2. Set j := max D(u, v)and w := u1 . . . uj−1vjvj+1 . . . vn. Since S is coated, w belongs to S, and moreover, since j ismaximal, w := u1 . . . uj−1vjuj+1 . . . un. Therefore, #D(u,w) = 1. This proves that there existsa w ′ ∈ S(n) such that u⋖S w ′ ≼ w and #D(u,w ′) = 1. Thus, S is straight. □

We use here the notion of n-th dimension of range maps, defined in Section 1.1.1. In thecase where S is straight, we define the graded set of
⋆ input-wings as the set I(S) containing any u ∈ S which covers exactly dim|u|(δ) ele-ments;
⋆ output-wings as the set O(S) containing any u ∈ S which is covered by exactly dim|u|(δ)elements;
⋆ butterflies as the set B(S) being the intersection I(S) ∩ O(S).Equivalently, u ∈ S is an input-wing (resp. output-wing) if it is possible to decrement (resp.increment) all values at all positions i ∈ [|u|] such that δ(i) ̸= 0. Observe also that if there isan i ⩾ 1 such that δ(i) = 1, there are no butterfly in S(n) for all n ⩾ i.We present now general results about subposets S(n), n ⩾ 0, of δ-cliff posets.

1.3.1. EL-shellability. Let (P,≼P) and (Λ,≼Λ) be two posets, and λ : ⋖P → Λ be a map (here
⋖P is seen as the set of all pairs (u, v) such that v covers u in P). For any saturated chain(
x(1), . . . , x(k)) of P, by a slight abuse of notation, we set

λ
(
x(1), . . . , x(k)) := (

λ
(
x(1), x(2)), . . . , λ(

x(k−1), x(k)))
. (1.3.1)

We say that a saturated chain of P is λ-increasing (resp. λ-weakly decreasing) if its image by
λ is an increasing (resp. weakly decreasing) word w.r.t. the partial order relation ≼Λ. We sayalso that a saturated chain (

x(1), . . . , x(k)) of P is λ-smaller than a saturated chain (
y(1), . . . , y(ℓ))of P if the image by λ of (

x(1), . . . , x(k)) is smaller than the image by λ of (
y(1), . . . , y(ℓ)) forthe lexicographic order induced by ≼Λ. The map λ is an EL-labeling of P if there exist sucha poset Λ and a map λ such that for any x, y ∈ P satisfying x ≼P y, there is exactly one λ-increasing saturated chain from x to y which is minimal among all saturated chains from x to

y w.r.t. the order on saturated chains just described. The poset P is EL-shellable [BW96,BW97]if P is bounded and admits an EL-labeling.The EL-shellability of a poset P implies several topological and order theoretical propertiesof the associated order complex ∆(P) made of all the chains of P. For instance, one of theconsequences for P for having at most one λ-weakly decreasing chain between any pair ofits elements is that the Möbius function of P takes values in {−1, 0, 1}. In an equivalent way,
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the simplicial complex associated with each open interval of P is either contractile or has thehomotopy type of a sphere [BW97].For the sequel, we set Λ as the poset Z2 wherein elements are ordered lexicographically.For any straight graded subset S of Clδ , let us introduce the map λS : ⋖S → Z2 defined for any(u, v) ∈ ⋖S by λS(u, v) := (−i, ui) where i is the unique index i ∈ [|u|] such that D(u, v) = {i}.Observe that the fact that S is straight ensures that λS is well-defined.
Theorem 1.3.2. Let δ be a range map and S be a coated graded subset of Clδ . For any
n ⩾ 0, the map λS is an EL-labeling of S(n). Moreover, there is at most one λS-weakly
decreasing chain between any pair of elements of S(n).
Proof. By Lemma 1.3.1, the fact that S is coated implies that S is also straight. Let u, v ∈ S(n)such that u ≼ v. Since S is straight, the image by λS of any saturated chain from u to v iswell-defined.Now, let (

u = w(0), w(1), . . . , w(k) = v
) be the sequence of elements of S(n) defined in thefollowing way. For any i ∈ Jk − 1], the word w(i+1) is obtained from w(i) by increasing by theminimal possible value a ⩾ 1 the letter w(i)

j such that j is the greatest index satisfying w(i)
j < vj .By construction, for any i ∈ Jk − 1], each w(i+1) writes as w(i+1) = u1 . . . uj−1(

uj + a
)
vj+1 . . . vn ,where a is some positive integer. There is at least one value a such that w(i) belongs to S(n)since by hypothesis, S is coated. For this reason, the considered sequence is a well-definedsaturated chain in S(n). This saturated chain is also λS-increasing by construction. Moreover,since S is straight, if one consider another saturated chain from u to v, this chain passesthrough a word obtained by incrementing a letter which has not a greatest index, and one hasto choose later in the chain the letter of the smallest index to increment it. For this reason,this saturated chain would not be λS-increasing.Assume now that there exists in S a λS-weakly decreasing saturated chain of the form(

u = w(0), w(1), . . . , w(k) = v
)
. By definition of λS and of the poset Λ, for any i ∈ Jk − 1], theword w(i+1) is obtained from w(i) by increasing by the minimal possible value the letter w(i)

jsuch that j is the smallest index satisfying w(i)
j < vj . If it exists, this saturated chain is byconstruction the unique λS-weakly decreasing saturated chain from u to v. □

1.3.2. Meet and join operations, sublattices, and lattices. Here we give some sufficient con-ditions on S for the fact that each S(n), n ⩾ 0, is a lattice.First, when S is spread and, for any n ⩾ 0 and any u, v ∈ S(n), u∧ v ∈ S (resp. u∨ v ∈ S),by [Sta11], each S(n) is a lattice. Moreover, when both u∧ v ∈ S and u∨ v ∈ S, each S(n) is asublattice of Clδ(n). Again by [Sta11], S(n) is in this case distributive and graded.Second, assume instead that S is minimally extendable. For any n ⩾ 0, the S-decrement-
ation map is the map ⇓S : Clδ(n) → S(n) defined recursively by ⇓S(ε) := ε and, for any
ua ∈ Clδ(n) where u ∈ Clδ and a ∈ N, by ⇓S(ua) := ⇓S(u)b where

b := max{b ⩽ a : ⇓S(u)b ∈ S}. (1.3.2)Observe that the fact that S is minimally extendable ensures that ⇓S is a well-defined map. Letalso, for any n ⩾ 0 and u, v ∈ S(n), u∧S v := ⇓S(u∧ v).
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When S is maximally extendable, we denote by ⇑S the S-incrementation map defined in thesame way as the S-decrementation map with the difference that in the previous definitions,the operation max is replaced by the operation min and the relation ⩽ is replaced by therelation ⩾. Here, the fact that S is maximally extendable ensure that ⇑S is well-defined. Wealso define the operation ∨S in the same way as ∧S with the difference that in the previousdefinitions, the map ⇓S is replaced by ⇑S and the operation ∧ is replaced by the operation ∨.

Theorem 1.3.3. Let δ be a range map and S be a closed by prefix and minimally (resp.
maximally) extendable graded subset of Clδ . The operation ∧S (resp. ∨S) is, for any n ⩾ 0,
the meet (resp. join) operation of the poset S(n).
Proof. Let us show the property of the statement of the theorem in the case where S isminimally extendable. The other case is symmetric. We proceed by induction on n ⩾ 0.When n = 0, the property is trivially satisfied. Let n ⩾ 1 and u, v ∈ S(n). Since S is closed byprefix, one has u = u′a and v = v ′b with u′, v ′ ∈ S(n − 1) and a, b ∈ N. Since S is minimallyextendable,

u∧S v = u′a∧S v ′b = ⇓S
((
u′ ∧ v ′) min{a, b}

) = ⇓S
(
u′ ∧ v ′) c (1.3.3)where c := max{c ⩽ min{a, b} : ⇓S(u′ ∧ v ′) c ∈ S}. Now, by induction hypothesis, we obtain

⇓S
(
u′ ∧ v ′) c = (

u′ ∧S v ′) c (1.3.4)where ∧S is the meet operation of the poset S(n − 1). First, we deduce from the abovecomputation that for any i ∈ [n], the i-th letter of u∧S v is nongreater than min{ui, vi}, andthat u∧S v belongs to S(n). Therefore, u∧S v is a lower bound of {u, v}. Second, by inductionhypothesis, w ′ := u′ ∧S v ′ is the greatest lower bound of {u′, v ′}. By construction, since c isthe greatest letter such that c ⩽ a, c ⩽ b, and w ′ c ∈ S holds, any other lower bound of {u, v}is smaller than w ′c. This prove that w ′c is the greatest lower bound of {u, v} and implies thestatement of the theorem. □

1.3.3. Join-irreducible elements. Recall that an element x of a lattice L is join-irreducible(resp. meet-irreducible) if x covers (resp. is covered by) exactly one element in L. We denoteby J(L) (resp. M(L)) the set of join-irreducible (resp. meet-irreducible) elements of L. Thesenotions are usually considered specially for lattices but we can take the same definitions evenwhen L is just a poset.
Proposition 1.3.4. Let δ be a range map and S be a straight graded subset of Clδ . For any
n ⩾ 0, u ∈ S(n) is a join-irreducible (resp. meet-irreducible) element of S(n) if and only if
there is a k ⩾ 1 and a unique i ∈ [n] such that ↓ki (u) ∈ S(n) (resp. ↑ki (u) ∈ S(n)).
Proof. Assume first that u is a join-irreducible element of S(n). Then, there is exactly oneelement u′ of S such that u′ ⋖S u. Since S is straight, #D(u′, u) = 1, implying that u satisfiesthe stated condition.Conversely, assume that u satisfies the stated condition. Assume that there are u′, u′′ ∈ S(n)such that u′ ⋖S u and u′′ ⋖S u. Since S is straight, there exist i′, i′′ ∈ [n] and k′, k′′ ⩾ 1 suchthat u′ = ↓k′

i′ (u) and u′′ = ↓k′′

i′′ (u). Due to the property satisfied by u, i′ = i′′, so that u′ = u′′ since
u′ and u′′ are both covered by u. Therefore, u is join-irreducible.
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The part of the statement of the proposition concerning the meet-irreducible elements issymmetric. □

1.3.4. Constructibility by interval doubling. We denote by 2 the poset {0, 1} endowed withthe natural order relation on integers. Let (P,≼) be a poset and I one of its intervals. The
interval doubling of I in P is the poset P[I] := (P \ I) ⊔ (I × 2), having ≼′ as order relation,which is defined as follows. For any x, y ∈ P[I], one has x ≼′ y if one of the followingassertions is satisfied:

(i) x ∈ P \ I , y ∈ P \ I , and x ≼ y;
(ii) x ∈ P \ I , y = (y ′, b) ∈ I × 2, and x ≼ y ′;

(iii) x = (x′, a) ∈ I × 2, y ∈ P \ I , and x′ ≼ y;
(iv) x = (x′, a) ∈ I × 2, y = (y ′, b) ∈ I × 2, and x′ ≼ y ′ and a ⩽ b.This operation has been introduced in [Day92] as an operation on posets preserving the prop-erty to being a lattice. On the other way round, we say that P is obtained by an interval

contraction from a poset P′ if there is an interval I of P such that P[I] is isomorphic as aposet to P′ [CLCdPBM04].A lattice L is constructible by interval doubling (spelled as “bounded” in the original article)if L is isomorphic as a poset to a poset obtained by performing a sequence of interval doublingfrom the singleton lattice. It is known from [Day79] that such lattices are semi-distributive.Recall that a finite lattice L is constructible by interval doubling if and only if it is congruence
uniform, and then in particular, the number of join-irreducible elements of L determines thenumber of interval doubling steps needed to create L (see [Day79] and [Müh19]).The aim of this section is to introduce a sufficient condition on a graded subset S of Clδfor the fact that each S(n), n ⩾ 0, is constructible by interval doubling. We shall moreoverdescribe explicitly the sequence of interval doubling operations involved in the constructionof S(n) from the trivial lattice.Let P be a nonempty subposet of Clδ(n) for a given fixed size n ⩾ 1. Let us denoteby m(P) the letter max{un : u ∈ P}. For any a, b ∈ Jδ(n)], let Pa := {u ∈ P : un = a} and
Pa,b := {ub : ua ∈ Pa}. Observe that Pa is a subposet of P while Pa,b may contain δ-cliffsthat do not belong to P. The derivation of P is the set

D(P) := P0 ∪ P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pm(P)−1 ∪ Pm(P),m(P)−1. (1.3.5)In other words, D(P) is the set of all the cliffs obtained from P by decrementing their lastletters if they are equal to m(P) or by keeping them as they are otherwise. Observe that D(P)is not necessarily a subposet of P. Nevertheless, D(P) is still a subposet of Clδ(n). Observealso that m(D(P)) ⩽ m(P) − 1. For instance, by considering the subposet
P := {0000, 0111, 0002, 0112, 0103, 0104, 0004} (1.3.6)of Cl2(4), we have P2,m(P) = {0004, 0114} and D(P) = {0000, 0111, 0002, 0112, 0103, 0003}.The subposet P is nested if it is nonempty and(N1) for any a ∈ Jm(P)], the δ-cliff 0n−1a belongs to P;(N2) for any a ∈ Jm(P)], Pa,m(P) is both a subset and an interval of P.
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This definition still holds when m(P) = 0. Observe that any δ-cliff 0n−1a, a ⩾ 1, of P coversexactly the single element 0n−1 (a − 1) of P. This element exists by (N1). Therefore, when Pis a lattice, these δ-cliffs are join-irreducible.
Lemma 1.3.5. Let δ be a range map and P be a nonempty subposet of Clδ(n) for an n ⩾ 1.
If P is nested, then for any a ∈ Jm(P)], Pa is an interval of P.

Proof. First, by (N1), Pa admits 0n−1a as unique least element. It remains to prove that Pahas at most one greatest element. By contradiction, assume that there are in Pa two differentgreatest elements ua and va, where u, v ∈ Clδ(n− 1). Then, by setting b := m(P), in Pa,b the
δ-cliffs ub and vb are still incomparable. Since these two elements are also greatest elementsof Pa,b , this implies that Pa,b is not an interval in P. This contradicts (N2). □

Lemma 1.3.6. Let δ be a range map and P be a nonempty subposet of Clδ(n) for an n ⩾ 1.
If m(P) ⩾ 1 and P is nested, then D(P)m(D(P)) = Pm(P),m(P)−1.
Proof. Let b := m(P), P′ := D(P), and b′ := m(P′). First, since P satisfies (N1), b′ = b − 1.Moreover, directly from the definition of the derivation operation D, we have P′

b′ = Pb,b′ ∪Pb′ .By (N2), Pb′,b is a subset of Pb , so that Pb′ is a subset of Pb,b′ . Therefore, P′
b′ = Pb,b′ . □

Lemma 1.3.7. Let δ be a range map and P be a nonempty subposet of Clδ(n) for an n ⩾ 1.
If m(P) ⩾ 1 and P is nested, then D(P) is nested.

Proof. Let b := m(P), P′ := D(P), and b′ := m(P′). First, since P satisfies (N1), b′ = b −1. Moreover, in particular, for any a ∈ Jb′], 0n−1a ∈ P. Hence, 0n−1a ∈ P′, so that P′satisfies (N1). Let a ∈ Jb′ − 1]. By (N2), Pa,b is an interval of Pb. Due to the fact a ⩽ b′ − 1,one has Pa = P′
a , so that P′

a,b is an interval of Pb. This is equivalent to the fact that P′
a,b′ isan interval of Pb,b′ . By Lemma 1.3.6, the relation P′

b′ = Pb,b′ holds and leads to the fact that
P′
a,b′ is an interval of P′

b′ . Therefore, P′ satisfies (N2). □

Lemma 1.3.8. Let δ be a range map and P be a nonempty subposet of Clδ(n) for an n ⩾ 1.
If m(P) ⩾ 1 and P is nested, then P is isomorphic as a poset to D(P)[I] where I is the
interval Pm(P)−1 of D(P).
Proof. Let b := m(P), P′ := D(P), and b′ := m(P′). By (N1), b′ = b − 1. Let us first prove that
I = Pb′ is an interval of P′. Let u, v ∈ Pb′ such that u ≼ v. Assume that there exists w ∈ P′

b′such that u ≼ w ≼ v. Let us denote by u′ (resp. v ′, w ′) the prefix of size n−1 of u (resp. v, w).By (N2), u′b and v ′b belong to Pb. Moreover, by Lemma 1.3.6, since P′
b′ = Pb,b′ , w ∈ Pb,b′ .Therefore, w ′b belongs to Pb. Again by (N2), this leads to the fact that w ∈ Pb′ . This showsthat the set Pb′ is closed by interval in P′

b′ . Since finally, by Lemma 1.3.5, Pb′ is an interval of
P, Pb′ has a unique least and a unique greatest element. This implies that Pb′ is an intervalof P′.Since I is an interval of P′, we can now consider the poset P′[I]. By definition of the intervaldoubling operation, P′[I] = (P′ \ Pb′ ) ⊔ (Pb′ × 2). Let φ : P′[I] → P be the map defined by

φ(ua) := ua, if ua ∈ P′ \ Pb′ and a ̸= b′, (1.3.7a)
φ

(
ub′) := ub, if ub′ ∈ P′ \ Pb′ , (1.3.7b)
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φ

((
ub′, 1)) := ub′, if (

ub′, 1)
∈ Pb′ × 2, (1.3.7c)

φ
((
ub′, 2)) := ub, if (

ub′, 2)
∈ Pb′ × 2. (1.3.7d)This map φ is well-defined because, respectively, one has P′

a = Pa for any a ∈ Jb′ − 1],Lemma 1.3.6 holds, I is in particular a subset of P, and P satisfies (N2). Let now ψ : P → P′[I]be the map satisfying
ψ(ua) = ua, if ua ∈ P and a ∈

q
b′ − 1]

, (1.3.8a)
ψ(ub) = ub′, if ub′ ∈ P′ \ Pb′ , (1.3.8b)
ψ(ub) = (

ub′, 2)
, if ub′ ∈ Pb′ , (1.3.8c)

ψ
(
ub′) = (

ub′, 1)
, if ub′ ∈ Pb′ . (1.3.8d)By similar arguments as before, this map ψ is well-defined. Moreover, by construction, ψ isthe inverse of φ. Therefore, φ is a bijection. The fact that φ is a poset embedding comesby definition of φ and from the fact that, due to the property of P to be nested, for any

ub′ ∈ P′ \ Pb′ , all elements greater than ub′ in P′ do not belong to Pb′ . Thus, P′[I] isisomorphic as a poset to P. □

By assuming that P is nested, the sequence of derivations from P is the sequence(
P,D(P),D2(P), . . . ,Dm(P)(P)) (1.3.9)

of subsets of Clδ(n). Observe that due to (N1), for any k ∈ [m(P) − 1], m(
Dk(P)) ⩾ 1, so that

Dk+1(P) is well-defined.Given a graded subset S of Clδ , we say by extension that S is nested if for all n ⩾ 0, theposets S(n) are nested.
Theorem 1.3.9. Let δ be a rooted range map and S be a nested and closed by prefix graded
subset of Clδ . For any n ⩾ 1, S(n) is constructible by interval doubling. Moreover,

S(n) → D(S(n)) → · · · → Dm(S(n))(S(n)) ≃ S(n − 1)
→ D(S(n − 1)) → · · · → Dm(S(n−1))(S(n − 1)) ≃ S(n − 2)
→ · · · → S(0) ≃ {ε}

(1.3.10)
is a sequence of interval contractions from S(n) to the trivial lattice {ε}.

Proof. We proceed by induction on n ⩾ 0. If n = 0, since δ is rooted, we necessarily have
S(0) ≃ {ε}, and this poset is by constructible by interval doubling. Assume now that n ⩾ 1and set P := S(n). Since S is nested, the sequence of reductions from P is well-defined. ByLemmas 1.3.7 and 1.3.8, by setting P′ := Dm(P)(P), P is obtained by performing a sequenceof interval doubling from the poset P′. Now, due to the definition of the derivation algorithm
D, P′ is made of the δ-cliffs of P wherein the last letters have been replaced by 0. Thisposet P′ is therefore isomorphic to the poset P′′ formed by the prefixes of length n − 1 of
P. Since S is closed by prefix, P′′ is thus the poset S(n − 1). By induction hypothesis, thislast poset is constructible by interval doubling. Therefore, S(n) also is. All this produces thesequence (1.3.10) of interval contractions. □
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1.3.5. Elevation maps. We introduce here a combinatorial tool intervening in the study of thethree Fuss-Catalan posets introduced in the sequel.Let S be a closed by prefix graded subset of Clδ . For any u ∈ S, letFS(u) := {a ∈ Jδ(|u| + 1)] : ua ∈ S}. (1.3.11)By definition, FS(u) is the set of all the letters a that can follow u to form an element of S.For any n ⩾ 0, the S-elevation map is the map eS : S(n) → Clδ(n) defined, for any u ∈ S(n)and i ∈ [n], by

eS(u)i := #(FS(u1 . . . ui−1) ∩ Jui − 1]) (1.3.12)for any i ∈ [n]. From an intuitive point of view, the value of the i-th letter of eS(u) is thenumber of cliffs of S obtained by considering the prefix of u ending at the letter ui and byreplacing this letter by a smaller one. Remark in particular that eClδ is the identity map.Besides, we say that any u ∈ S is an exuviae if eS(u) = u.Let ES be the graded set wherein for any n ⩾ 0, ES(n) is the image of S(n) by the S-elevationmap. We call this set the S-elevation image. Observe that ES is a graded subset of Clδ . Notealso that for any u ∈ S, eS(u) ≼ u.
Proposition 1.3.10. Let δ be a range map and S be a closed by prefix graded subset ofClδ . For any n ⩾ 0, the S-elevation map is injective on the domain S(n).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. When n = 0, the property is trivially satisfied. Let
u, v ∈ S(n) such that n ⩾ 1 and eS(u) = eS(v). Since S is closed by prefix, we have u = u′a and
v = v ′b where u′, v ′ ∈ S(n−1) and a, b ∈ N. By definition of eS, we have eS(u′a) = eS(u′)c and
eS(v ′b) = eS(v ′)c where c ∈ N. Hence, eS(u′) = eS(v ′) which leads, by induction hypothesis, tothe fact that u′ = v ′. Moreover, we deduce from this and from the definition of the S-elevationmap that there are exactly c letters a′ smaller than a such that u′ a′ ∈ S and that there areexactly c letters b′ smaller than b such that v ′ b′ ∈ S. Therefore, we have a = b and thus
u = v, establishing the injectivity of eS. □

Lemma 1.3.11. Let δ be a range map and S be a closed by prefix graded subset of Clδ .
The S-elevation image is closed by prefix.

Proof. Let n ⩾ 0 and v ∈ ES(n). Then, there exists u ∈ S(n) such that eS(u) = v. Let v ′ be aprefix of v. Since S is closed by prefix, the prefix u′ of u of length n′ := |v ′| belongs to S(n′).Moreover, by definition of eS, we have eS(u′) = v ′. Therefore, v ′ ∈ ES, implying the statementof the lemma. □

Proposition 1.3.12. Let δ be a range map and S be a closed by prefix graded subset of Clδ
such that for any u, v ∈ S, u ≼ v implies FS(v) ⊆ FS(u). For any n ⩾ 0, the map e−1

S is a
poset morphism from ES(n) to S(n).
Proof. First, by Proposition 1.3.10, the map e−1

S is well-defined. We now proceed by inductionon n. When n = 0, the property is trivially satisfied. Let u and v be elements of ES(n) such that
n ⩾ 1 and u ≼ v. By Lemma 1.3.11, we have u = u′a and v = v ′b where u′, v ′ ∈ ES(n− 1) and
a, b ∈ N. By definition of e−1

S , we have e−1
S (u′a) = e−1

S (u′)c and e−1
S (v ′b) = e−1

S (v ′)d where c, d ∈
N. Since u ≼ v, one has u′ ≼ v ′ so that, by induction hypothesis, e−1

S (u′) ≼ e−1
S (v ′). Moreover,
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u ≼ v implies that a ⩽ b. Due to the fact that FS(v ′) ⊆ FS(u′), one has by definition of e−1

S that
c ⩽ d. Therefore, e−1

S (u′)c ⩽ e−1
S (v ′)d, which implies the statement of the proposition. □

Proposition 1.3.12 says that when S is closed by prefix, for any n ⩾ 0, the poset S(n) is anorder extension of ES(n).
1.3.6. Geometric cubic realizations. Let S be a graded subset of Clδ . For any n ⩾ 0, the
realization of S(n) is the geometric object C(S(n)) defined in the space Rn and obtainedby placing for each u ∈ S(n) a vertex of coordinates (u1, . . . , un), and by forming for each
u, v ∈ S(n) such that u⋖S v an edge between u and v. Remark that the posets of Figure 1represent actually the realizations of δ-cliff posets. We will follow this drawing convention forall the next figures of posets in all the sequel. When S is straight, every edge of C(S(n)) isparallel to a line passing by the origin and a point of the form (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). In thiscase, we say that C(S(n)) is cubic.As a side remark, we would like to stress that the present notion of geometric realizationof a poset differs from the usual one saying that it consists in the geometric realization of thesimplicial complex of the chain of the poset.Let us assume from now that S is straight. Let u, v ∈ S(n) such that u ≼ v. The word u is
cell-compatible with v if for any word w of length n such that for any i ∈ [n], wi ∈ {ui, vi},then w ∈ S. In this case, we call cell the set of points

⟨u, v⟩ := {x ∈ Rn : ui ⩽ xi ⩽ vi for all i ∈ [n]}. (1.3.13)By definition, a cell is an orthotope, that is a parallelotope whose edges are all mutuallyorthogonal or parallel. A point x of Rn is inside a cell ⟨u, v⟩ if for any i ∈ [n], ui ̸= vi implies
ui < xi < vi. A cell ⟨u, v⟩ is pure if there is no point of S(n) inside ⟨u, v⟩. In other terms, thissays that for all w ∈ [u, v], there exists i ∈ [n] such that ui ̸= vi and wi ∈ {ui, vi}. Two cells
⟨u, v⟩ and ⟨u′, v ′⟩ of C(S(n)) are disjoint if there is no point of Rn which is both inside ⟨u, v⟩and ⟨u′, v ′⟩. The dimension dim ⟨u, v⟩ of a cell ⟨u, v⟩ is its dimension as an orthotope and itsatisfies dim ⟨u, v⟩ = #D(u, v). The volume vol ⟨u, v⟩ of ⟨u, v⟩ is its volume as an orthotopeand its satisfies vol ⟨u, v⟩ = ∏

i∈D(u,v) vi − ui. (1.3.14)
For any k ⩾ 0, the k-volume volk(C(S(n))) of C(S(n)) is the volume obtained by summing thevolumes of all its all its cells of dimension k, computed by not counting several times potentialintersecting orthotopes. The volume vol(C(S(n))) of C(S(n)) is defined as volk(C(S(n))) where
k is the largest integer such that C(S(n)) has at least one cell of dimension k.Figure 3 shows examples of these notions. Figure 3a shows a cubic realization wherein 00is cell-compatible with 12. Hence, ⟨00, 12⟩ is a cell. The point ( 12 , 32)

∈ R2 is inside ⟨00, 12⟩, andsince there are no elements of the poset inside the cell, this cell is pure. Figure 3b shows acubic realization wherein 00 is not cell-compatible with 22 because 02 does not belong to theposet. Nevertheless, ⟨00, 11⟩, ⟨10, 21⟩, and ⟨11, 22⟩ are pure cells of dimension 2. Figure 3cshows a cubic realization wherein ⟨00, 22⟩ is a non-pure cell. Indeed, the δ-cliff 11 is an elementof the poset and is inside this cell. Finally, Figure 3d shows a cubic realization having 1 as
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12(A) A cubic realization of a subposetof the 2ω-cliffs of order 2.
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22(B) A cubic realization of a subposetof the 2ω-cliffs of order 2.
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22(C) A cubic realization of a subposetof the 2ω-cliffs of order 2.
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113(D) A cubic realization of a sub-poset of the 113ω-cliffs of order 3.
FIGURE 3. Some cubic realizations of straight subposets of posets of δ-cliffs for certain rangemaps δ.

volume since there is exactly one cell ⟨000, 111⟩ of maximal dimension (which is 3) and ofvolume 1. Its 2-volume is 8 since this cubic realization decomposes as the seven disjoint cells
⟨000, 011⟩, ⟨000, 101⟩, ⟨000, 110⟩, ⟨001, 111⟩, ⟨010, 111⟩, ⟨100, 111⟩, and ⟨101, 113⟩ of respectivevolumes 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, and 2.

There is a close connection between output-wings (resp. input-wings) of S(n), n ⩾ 0, andthe computation of the volume of C(S(n)): if ⟨u, v⟩ is a cell of maximal dimension of C(S(n)),then due to the fact that S is straight, u (resp. v) is an output-wing (resp. input-wing) of S(n).When for any n ⩾ 0,
(i) there is a map ρ : O(S)(n) → I(S)(n);

(ii) all cells of maximal dimension of C(S(n)) express as ⟨u, ρ(u)⟩ with u ∈ O(S)(n);
(iii) all cells of {⟨u, ρ(u)⟩ : u ∈ O(S)(n)} are pairwise disjoint;then the volume of C(S(n)), n ⩾ 0, writes as

vol(C(S(n))) = ∑
u∈O(S)(n) vol ⟨u, ρ(u)⟩ . (1.3.15)

When some cells of {⟨u, ρ(u)⟩ : u ∈ O(S)(n)} intersect each other, the expression for the vol-ume would not be at as simple as (1.3.15) and can be written instead as an inclusion-exclusionformula. Of course, the same property holds when ρ is instead a map from I(S)(n) to O(S)(n)by changing accordingly the previous text.
Recall that the order dimension [Tro92] of a poset P is the smallest nonnegative integer

k such that there exists a poset embedding of P into (
Nk,≼

) where ≼ is the componentwise
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partial order. Recall that the hypercube of dimension n ⩾ 0 is the poset Hn on the set of thesubsets of [n] ordered by set inclusion. It can be shown that the order dimension of Hn is n.
Proposition 1.3.13. Let δ be a range map and S be a straight graded subset of Clδ . If, for
an n ⩾ 0, C(S(n)) has a cell of dimension dimn(δ), then the order dimension of the poset
S(n) is dimn(δ).
Proof. First, since S(n) is a subposet of Clδ(n), S(n) is a subposet of the Cartesian product Nkwhere k := #{i ∈ [n] : δ(i) ̸= 0}. This poset has order dimension dimn(δ), so that the orderdimension of S(n) is at most dimn(δ). Besides, since S is straight, the notion of cell is well-defined in the cubic realization of S(n). By hypothesis, S(n) contains a cell ⟨u, v⟩ of dimensiondimn(δ). Thus, there is a poset embedding of Hdimn(δ) into the interval [u, v] of S(n). Therefore,the order dimension of S(n) is at least dimn(δ). □

As a particular case of Proposition 1.3.13, the order dimension of Clδ(n) is dimn(δ). Thisexplains the terminology of “n-th dimension of δ” for the notation dimn(δ) introduced inSection 1.1.1.
2. SOME FUSS-CATALAN POSETSWe present here some examples of subposets of δ-cliff posets. We focus in this workon three posets whose elements are enumerated by m-Fuss-Catalan numbers for the case

δ = m, m ⩾ 0. We provide some combinatorial properties of these posets like among others,a description of their input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies, a study of their order theoreticproperties, and a study of their cubic realizations. We end this section by establishing linksbetween these three families of posets in terms of poset morphisms, poset embeddings, andposet isomorphisms. We shall omit some straightforward proofs (for instance, in the case ofthe descriptions of input-wings, output-wings, butterflies, meet-irreducible and join-irreducibleelements of the posets —the descriptions of these two families use Proposition 1.3.4).We use the following notation conventions. Poset morphisms are denoted through arrows, poset embeddings through arrows , and poset isomorphisms through arrows .
2.1. δ-avalanche posets. We begin by introducing a first Fuss-Catalan family of posets. Aswe shall see, these posets are not lattices but they form an important tool to study the nexttwo families of Fuss-Catalan posets.
2.1.1. Objects. For any range map δ, let Avδ be the graded subset of Clδ containing all δ-cliffs
u such that for all nonempty prefixes u′ of u, then ω(u′) ⩽ δ(|u′|). Any element of Avδ is a
δ-avalanche. For instance,Av2(3) = {000, 001, 002, 003, 004, 010, 011, 012, 013, 020, 021, 022}. (2.1.1)
Proposition 2.1.1. For any weakly increasing range map δ, the graded set Avδ is

(i) closed by prefix;
(ii) is minimally extendable;

(iii) is maximally extendable if and only if δ = 0ω .
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Proof. Point (i) is an immediate consequence of the definition of δ-avalanches. Let n ⩾ 0 and
u ∈ Avδ(n). Since δ(n + 1) ⩾ δ(n), u0 is a δ-avalanche. This establishes (ii). Finally, we haveimmediately that Av0ω is maximally extendable. Moreover, when δ ̸= 0ω , there is an n ⩾ 1such that δ(n) ⩾ 1 and δ(n′) = 0 for all 1 ⩽ n′ < n. Therefore, 0n−1 δ(n) is a δ-avalanche but0n−1 δ(n) δ(n + 1) is not. Therefore, (iii) holds. □

Proposition 2.1.2. For any m ⩾ 0 and n ⩾ 0, #Avm(n) = catm(n).
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 2.2.2 coming next. Indeed, by this result, Avm(n)is the image by the elevation map of a graded set of objects enumerated by m-Fuss-Catalannumbers. Since this set of objects satisfies all the requirements of Proposition 1.3.10, theelevation map is injective, implying that it is a bijection. □Therefore, by Proposition 2.1.2, the first numbers of m-avalanches by sizes are1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, m = 0, (2.1.2a)1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, m = 1, (2.1.2b)1, 1, 3, 12, 55, 273, 1428, 7752, m = 2. (2.1.2c)The second and third sequences are respectively Sequences A000108 and A001764 of [Slo].
2.1.2. Posets. For any n ⩾ 0, the subposet Avδ(n) of Clδ(n) is the δ-avalanche poset of order
n. Figure 4 shows the Hasse diagrams of some m-avalanche posets.
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(C)Av1(4).
FIGURE 4. Hasse diagrams of some δ-avalanche posets.

Let δ be a weakly increasing range map. Notice that in general, Avδ(n) is not bounded.Since for all u ∈ Avδ(n), ω(u) ⩽ δ(n), we have u ∈ max≼ Avδ(n) if and only if ω(u) = δ(n).Moreover, due to the fact that any δ-cliff obtained by decreasing a letter in a δ-avalanche isalso a δ-avalanche, the poset Avδ(n) is the order ideal of Clδ(n) generated by max≼ Avδ(n).Finally, as a particular case, we shall show as a consequence of upcoming Proposition 2.2.7that for any m ⩾ 0 and n ⩾ 1, # max≼ Avm(n) = catm(n − 1).
Proposition 2.1.3. For any weakly increasing range map δ and n ⩾ 0, the poset Avδ(n)

(i) is straight, where u ∈ Avδ(n) is covered by v ∈ Avδ(n) if and only if there is an i ∈ [n]
such that ↑i(u) = v;

(ii) is coated;

http://oeis.org/A000108
http://oeis.org/A001764
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(iii) is graded, where the rank of an avalanche is its weight;
(iv) admits an EL-labeling;
(v) is a meet semi-sublattice of Clδ(n);

(vi) is a lattice if and only if δ = 0ω .

Proof. Points (i), (iii), (v), and (vi) are immediate. If u and v are two δ-avalanches of size
n such that u ≼ v, then for any i ∈ [n − 1], ω(u1 . . . ui) ⩽ ω(v1 . . . vi). Therefore, the δ-cliff
u1 . . . uivi+1 . . . vn is a δ-avalanche. For this reason, (ii) checks out. Point (iv) follows from (ii),and Theorem 1.3.2. □

Proposition 2.1.4. For any m ⩾ 1,
(i) the graded set I(Avm) contains all the m-avalanches u satisfying ui ̸= 0 for all i ∈[2, |u|];

(ii) the graded set O(Avm) contains all the m-avalanches u satisfying ω(u′) < m(|u′|) for
all prefixes u′ of u of length 2 or more;

(iii) the graded set B(Avm) contains all the m-avalanches u satisfying ui ̸= 0 for all
i ∈ [2, |u|], and ω(u′) < m(|u′|) for all prefixes u′ of u of length 2 or more.

The four posets of avalanches, input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies are linked in thefollowing way.
Theorem 2.1.5. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0,

Avm−1(n) I(Avm)(n) O(Avm)(n) B(Avm+1)(n)φ1 φ2 φ1 (2.1.3)
is a diagram of poset embeddings or isomorphisms, where the maps φ1 and φ2 are defined,
for any u ∈ Nn and i ∈ [n], by φ1(u)i :=↿i ̸=1 (ui + 1) and φ2(u)i :=↿i ̸=1 (ui − 1).
Proof. This follows from the descriptions of the input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies ofAvm(n) provided by Proposition 2.1.4. □Figure 5 gives an example of the poset isomorphisms or embeddings described by thestatement of Theorem 2.1.5. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1.5, for any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0,
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FIGURE 5. From the top to bottom and left to right, here are the posets Av2(3), Av3(3), Av3(3),and Av4(3). All these posets contain Av2(3) as subposet by restricting on input-wings, output-wings,or butterflies.
the number of input-wings in Avm(n) is catm−1(n).
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Let us define for any m ⩾ 0 and n ⩾ 1 the n-th twisted m-Fuss-Catalan number by

cat′m(n) := 1
n

(
n(m + 1) − 2

n − 1
)
. (2.1.4)

Proposition 2.1.6. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1, #O(Avm)(0) = 1 and #O(Avm)(n) = cat′m(n).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1.4, the set O(Avm)(n) is in one-to-one correspondence with the setof all m-cliffs v of size n such that for any i ∈ [2, n], vi−1 ⩽ vi < m(i). A possible bijectionbetween these two sets sends any u ∈ O(Avm)(n) to the m-cliff v of the same size such thatfor any i ∈ [n], vi := u1 + · · · + ui. These words are moreover in one-to-one correspondencewith indecomposable m-Dyck paths with n ⩾ 1 up steps, that are m-Dyck paths which cannotbe written as a nontrivial concatenation of two m-Dyck paths. A possible bijection is the onedescribed in upcoming Section 2.2.1. Let us denote by G(t) (resp. G′(t)) the generating seriesof m-Dyck paths (resp. indecomposable m-Dyck paths) enumerated w.r.t. their numbers ofup steps. By convention, G′(t) has no constant term. Since any m-Dyck path decomposes in aunique way as a concatenation of indecomposable m-Dyck paths, one has G(t) = (1 − G′(t))−1.Now, by using the fact that G(t) satisfies G(t) = 1 + tG(t)m+1, we have

G′(t) = G(t) − 1
G(t) = tG(t)m = t

( 11 − G′(t)
)m (2.1.5)

This relation satisfied by G′(t) between the first and last members of (2.1.5) is known to be theone of the generating series of twisted m-Fuss-Catalan numbers (see [Slo] for instance). □

By Proposition 2.1.6, the first numbers of output-wings of Avm(n) by sizes are
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, m = 0, (2.1.6a)

1, 1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, m = 1, (2.1.6b)
1, 1, 2, 7, 30, 143, 728, 3876, m = 2. (2.1.6c)

The fourth sequence is Sequence A006013 of [Slo]. As a side remark, for any m ⩾ 1, thegenerating series of the graded set O(Avm) is 1 plus the inverse, for the functional compositionof series, of the polynomial t(1 − t)m.
Proposition 2.1.7. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1,

(i) the set M(Avm(n)) contains all m-avalanches u such that u = u′a where u′ ∈max≼ Avm(n − 1) and a ∈ Jm − 1];
(ii) the set J(Avm(n)) contains all m-avalanches having exactly one letter different from 0.

By Proposition 2.1.7 and by upcoming Proposition 2.2.7, the number of meet-irreducibleelements of Avm(n) satisfies, for any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 2, #M(Avm(n)) = mcatm(n − 2) andthe number of join-irreducibles elements of Avm(n) satisfies, for any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1,#J(Avm(n)) = m
(n2)

.

http://oeis.org/A006013
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2.1.3. Cubic realization. The map φ2 introduced in Theorem 2.1.5 is used here to describethe cells of maximal dimension of the cubic realization of Avm(n), m ⩾ 1, n ⩾ 0.
Proposition 2.1.8. For any m ⩾ 1, n ⩾ 0, and u ∈ I(Avm)(n),

(i) the m-avalanche φ2(u) is cell-compatible with the m-avalanche u;
(ii) the cell ⟨φ2(u), u⟩ is pure;

(iii) all cells of {⟨φ2(u), u⟩ : u ∈ I(Avm)(n)} are pairwise disjoint.

Proof. Let v be an m-cliff of size n satisfying vi ∈ {φ2(u)i, ui} for all i ∈ [n]. By definition of
φ2, v1 = 0 and vi ∈ {ui − 1, ui} for all i ∈ [2, n]. Since u is an input-wing of Avm, φ2(u) is an
m-avalanche, and due to the definition of m-avalanches, any m-cliff obtained by decrementingsome letters of u is still an m-avalanche. Thus, v ∈ Avm and (i) holds. Points (ii) and (iii) areconsequences of the fact that there is no element of Avm(n) inside a cell ⟨φ2(u), u⟩. Indeed,since for any i ∈ [n], |φ2(u)i − ui| ⩽ 1, we have vi ∈ {φ2(u)i, ui} for all v ∈ ⟨φ2(u), u⟩ ∩Avm(n). □

As shown by Proposition 2.1.8, the cells of maximal dimension of the cubic realization ofAvm(n) are all of the form ⟨φ2(u), u⟩ where the u are input-wings of Avm(n).
Proposition 2.1.9. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0, vol(C(Avm(n))) = catm−1(n).
Proof. Proposition 2.1.8 describes all the cells of maximal dimension of C(Avm(n)) as cells
⟨φ2(u), u⟩ where u is an input-wing of Avm(n). Since all these cells are pairwise disjoint, thevolume of C(Avm(n)) expresses as (1.3.15). Moreover, observe that the volume of each cell
⟨φ2(u), u⟩ where u in an input-wing is by definition of φ2 equal to 1. Therefore, vol(C(Avm(n)))is equal to the number of input-wings of Avm(n). The statement of the proposition followsnow from Theorem 2.1.5. □

2.2. δ-hill posets. We now introduce δ-hills and δ-hill posets as subposets of δ-cliff posets. Aswe shall see, some of these posets are sublattices of m-cliff lattices.
2.2.1. Objects. For any range map δ, let Hiδ be the graded subset of Clδ containing all δ-cliffssuch that that for any i ∈ [|u| − 1], ui ⩽ ui+1. Any element of Hiδ is a δ-hill. For instance,

Hi2(3) = {000, 001, 011, 002, 012, 022, 003, 013, 023, 004, 014, 024}. (2.2.1)
Proposition 2.2.1. For any weakly increasing range map δ, the graded set Hiδ is

(i) closed by prefix;
(ii) is minimally extendable if and only if δ = 0ω;

(iii) is maximally extendable.

Proof. Point (i) is an immediate consequence of the definition of δ-hills. We have immediatelythat Hi0ω is minimally extendable. Moreover, when δ ̸= 0ω , there is an n ⩾ 1 such that δ(n) ⩾ 1.Therefore, 1̄δ(n) is a δ-hill but 1̄δ(n) 0 is not. This establishes (ii). Finally, since for any n ⩾ 0,
δ(n+1) ⩾ δ(n), one has δ(n+1) ⩾ un for any u ∈ Hiδ(n). This shows that u δ(n+1) is a δ-hill.Therefore, (iii) holds. □
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For any m ⩾ 0, an m-Dyck path of size n is a path in from (0, 0) to ((m+1)n, 0) in N2 stayingabove the x-axis, and consisting only in steps of the form (1,−1), called down steps, or stepsof the form (1,m), called up steps. We denote by Dym the graded set of all m-Dyck paths.There is a one-to-one correspondence between Him(n) and Dym(n) wherein an m-Dyck path

w of size n is sent to the m-hill u of size n such that for any i ∈ [n], ui is the number of downsteps to the left of the i-th up step of w. For instance, the 2-Dyck path
(2.2.2)

is sent to the 2-hill 02366. Since m-Dyck paths of size n are known to be enumerated by
m-Fuss-Catalan numbers, one has #Him(n) = catm(n).
Proposition 2.2.2. For any range map δ and any n ⩾ 0, EHiδ (n) = Avδ(n).
Proof. First, since Hiδ is by Proposition 2.2.1 closed by prefix, the Hiδ-elevation map and theHiδ-elevation image are well-defined. Let u ∈ Hiδ(n) and v := eHiδ (u). By definition of δ-hillsand of the Hiδ-elevation map, we have v1 = u1 and, for any i ∈ [2, n], vi = ui−ui−1. Therefore,for any prefix v ′ := v1 . . . vj , j ∈ [n], of v, we have

ω
(
v ′) = u1 + (u2 − u1) + (u3 − u2) + · · · + (

uj − uj−1) = uj . (2.2.3)Since u is in particular a δ-cliff of size n, then uj ⩽ δ(j), so that v ∈ Avδ(n). This shows that
EHiδ (n) is a subset of Avδ(n).Now, let u be an δ-avalanche of size n. Let us show by induction on n ⩾ 0 that there exists
v ∈ Hiδ(n) such that eHiδ (v) = u. When n = 0, the property is trivially satisfied. When n ⩾ 1,since Avδ is, by Proposition 2.1.1, closed by prefix, one has u = u′a for a u′ ∈ Avδ(n − 1)and an a ∈ N. By induction hypothesis, there exists v ′ ∈ Hiδ(n − 1) such that eHiδ (v ′) = u′.Now, let b := a+ v ′

n−1 and set v := v ′b. By using what we have proven in the first paragraph,
ω(u′) = v ′

n−1. Since ω(u′)+a = ω(u) ⩽ δ(n), we have that b ⩽ δ(n). Therefore, since moreover
b ⩾ v ′

n−1, v is a δ-hill and it satisfies eHiδ (v) = u. □

2.2.2. Posets. For any n ⩾ 0, the subposet Hiδ(n) of Clδ(n) is the δ-hill poset of order n.Figure 6 shows the Hasse diagrams of some m-hill posets. The 1-hill posets are sometimes
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FIGURE 6. Hasse diagrams of some δ-hill posets.
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called Stanley lattices [Sta75,Knu04]. The δ-hill posets can be seen as generalizations of thesestructures.
Proposition 2.2.3. For any weakly increasing range map δ and n ⩾ 0, the poset Hiδ(n) is

(i) straight, where u ∈ Hiδ(n) is covered by v ∈ Hiδ(n) if and only if there is an i ∈ [n]
such that ↑i(u) = v;

(ii) coated;
(iii) nested;
(iv) graded, where the rank of a hill is its weight;
(v) EL-shellable;

(vi) a sublattice of Clδ(n);
(vii) constructible by interval doubling.

Proof. Points (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi) are immediate. Point (v) follows from (ii) and Theo-rem 1.3.2. Point (vii) is a consequence of Theorem 1.3.9 since (iii) holds and, from Propo-sition 2.2.1, of the fact that Hiδ is closed by prefix. Alternatively, (vii) is implied by (vi) andthe fact that any sublattice of a lattice constructible by interval doubling is constructible byinterval doubling [Day79], which is indeed the case for Clδ(n). □

Proposition 2.2.4. For any m ⩾ 0,
(i) the graded set I(Him) contains all the m-cliffs u satisfying u1 < · · · < u|u|;

(ii) the graded set O(Him) contains all the m-cliffs u satisfying u1 ⩽ u2 < · · · < u|u| and
for all i ∈ [2, |u|], ui < m(i);

(iii) the graded set B(Him) contains all the m-cliffs u satisfying u1 < · · · < u|u| and for
all i ∈ [2, |u|], ui < m(i).

The four posets of hills, input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies are linked in the followingway.
Theorem 2.2.5. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0,

Him−1(n) I(Him)(n) O(Him)(n)
B(Him+1)(n)

φ3
I

φ2
(2.2.4)

is a diagram of poset embeddings or isomorphisms, where the map φ3 is defined for any
u ∈ Nn and i ∈ [n] by φ3(u)i := ui + i − 1, I is the identity map, and φ2 is the map defined
in the statement of Theorem 2.1.5.

Proof. This follows from the descriptions of the input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies ofHim(n) provided by Proposition 2.2.4. □

Figure 7 gives an example of the poset isomorphisms or embeddings described by thestatement of Theorem 2.2.5. As a consequence of Theorem 2.2.5, for any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0,the number of input-wings in Him(n) is catm−1(n).
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FIGURE 7. From the top to bottom and left to right, here are the posets Hi2(3), Hi3(3), Hi3(3),and Hi4(3). All these posets contain Hi2(3) as subposet by restricting on input-wings, output-wings,or butterflies.
Proposition 2.2.6. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1, #B(Him)(0) = 1 and #B(Him)(n) = cat′m−1(n).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2.4, the set B(Him)(n) contains all m-cliffs u of size n satisfying u1 <
· · · < un and for any i ∈ [2, n], ui < m(i). By setting m′ := m − 1, this set is in one-to-onecorrespondence with the set of all m′-cliffs v of size n satisfying vi−1 ⩽ vi < m′(i). A possiblebijection between these two sets sends any u ∈ B(Him)(n) to the m′-cliff v of the same sizesuch that for any i ∈ [n], vi = ui− i+1. We have already seen in the proof of Proposition 2.1.6that these sets are in one-to-one correspondence with (m − 1)-Dyck paths which cannot bewritten as a nontrivial concatenation of two (m − 1)-Dyck paths. Therefore, the statement ofthe proposition follows. □

Proposition 2.2.7. For any m ⩾ 0 and n ⩾ 1, the map ρ : max≼ Avm(n) → Him(n − 1) such
that any u ∈ max≼ Avm(n), ρ(u) is the prefix of size n − 1 of e−1Him (u), is a bijection.

Proof. First, since Him is by Proposition 2.2.1 closed by prefix, by Proposition 1.3.10, eHim isan injective map. This implies that the map ρ, defined by considering the inverse of eHim is awell-defined map. Let ρ′ : Him(n−1) → max≼ Avm(n) be the map defined for any v ∈ Him(n−1)by ρ′(v) := eHim (va) where a := m(n− 1). As pointed out before, u ∈ max≼ Avm(n) if and onlyif ω(u) = m(n − 1). This implies that ρ′(v) belongs to max≼ Avm(n). Moreover, due to therespective definitions of ρ and ρ′, both ρ ◦ ρ′ and ρ′ ◦ ρ are identity maps. Therefore, ρ is abijection. □
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Proposition 2.2.8. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1, the set J(Him(n)) contains all m-hills u such
that u = 0k an−k such that k ∈ [n − 1] and a ∈ [km].
Proposition 2.2.9. For any m ⩾ 0 and n ⩾ 0, the map eHim is a bijection between J(Him(n))
and J(Avm(n)).
Proof. This is a straightforward verification using the descriptions of join-irreducible elementsof Him(n) and Avm(n) brought by Propositions 2.2.8 and 2.1.7. □By Proposition 2.2.8 (or also by Propositions 2.1.7 and 2.2.9), the number of join-irreducibleselements of Him(n) satisfies, for any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1, #J(Him(n)) = m

(n2)
. Since by Propo-sition 2.2.3, Him(n) is constructible by interval doubling, this is also the number of its meet-irreducible elements [GW16].

2.2.3. Cubic realization. The map φ2 introduced in Theorem 2.2.5 is used here to describethe cells of maximal dimension of the cubic realization of Him(n), m ⩾ 1, n ⩾ 0.
Proposition 2.2.10. For any m ⩾ 1, n ⩾ 0, and u ∈ I(Him)(n),

(i) the m-hill φ2(u) is cell-compatible with the m-hill u;
(ii) the cell ⟨φ2(u), u⟩ is pure;

(iii) all cells of {⟨φ2(u), u⟩ : u ∈ I(Him)(n)} are pairwise disjoint.

Proof. Due to the similarity between the maps φ2 and the map φ1 introduced in the statementof Theorem 2.1.5, the proof here is very similar to the one of Proposition 2.1.8. □As shown by Proposition 2.2.10, the cells of maximal dimension of the cubic realization ofHim(n) are all of the form ⟨φ2(u), u⟩ where the u are input-wings of Him(n).
Proposition 2.2.11. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0, vol(C(Him(n))) = catm−1(n).
Proof. Proposition 2.2.10 describes all the cells of maximal dimension of C(Him(n)) as cells
⟨φ2(u)⟩ , u where u is an input-wing of Him(n). Since all these cells are pairwise disjoint, thevolume of C(Him(n)) expresses as (1.3.15). Moreover, observe that the volume of each cell
⟨φ2(u), u⟩ where u in an input-wing, is by definition of φ2 equal to 1. Therefore, vol(C(Him(n)))is equal to the number of input-wings of Him(n). The statement of the proposition followsnow from Theorem 2.2.5. □2.3. δ-canyon posets. We introduce here our last family of posets. They are defined onparticular δ-cliffs called δ-canyons. As we shall see, under some conditions these posets arelattices but not sublattices of δ-cliff lattices.
2.3.1. Objects. For any range map δ, let Caδ be the graded subset of Clδ containing all δ-cliffssuch that ui−j ⩽ ui − j , for all i ∈ [|u|] and j ∈ [ui] satisfying i− j ⩾ 1. Any element of Caδ is a
δ-canyon. For instanceCa2(3) = {000, 010, 020, 001, 002, 012, 003, 013, 023, 004, 014, 024}. (2.3.1)As a larger example, the 2-cliff u := 020100459002301 is a 2-canyon. Indeed, by picturing an
m-canyon u by drawing for each position i ∈ [|u|] a segment from the point (i − 1, 0) to the
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point (i − 1, ui) in the Cartesian plane, the previous condition says that one can draw lines ofslope 1 passing through the x-axis and the top of each segment without crossing any segment.For instance, the previous u is drawn as

(2.3.2)
and one can observe that none of its diagonals, drawn as dotted lines, crosses a segment.Besides, if u is a δ-cliff of size n and i, j ∈ [n] are two indices such that i < j , one has the threefollowing possible configurations depending on the value α := uj − (j − i):

⋆ If α < 0, then we say that i and j are independent in u (graphically, the diagonal of ujfalls under the x-axis before reaching the segment of ui);
⋆ If α ∈ Jui − 1], then we say that j is hindered by i in u (graphically, the diagonal of ujhits the segment of ui);
⋆ If α ⩾ ui , then we say that j dominates i in u (graphically, the segment of ui is belowor on the diagonal of uj ).By definition, a δ-cliff u is a δ-canyon if no index of u is hindered by another one.

Proposition 2.3.1. For any range map δ, the graded set Caδ is
(i) closed by prefix;

(ii) is minimally extendable;
(iii) is maximally extendable if δ is increasing.

Proof. Let u be a δ-canyon of size n ⩾ 0. Immediately from the definition of the δ-canyons,it follows that u 0 is a δ-canyon of size n+ 1, and that for any prefix u′ of u, u′ is a δ-canyon.Therefore, Points (i) and (ii) check out. Let us now consider the δ-cliff u′ := u δ(n + 1). If δis increasing, for all j ∈ [n], un+1−j ⩽ un+1 − j . Therefore, u′ is a δ-canyon. Therefore, (iii)holds. □Let us now introduce a series of definitions and lemmas in order to show that the setsCaδ(n) and Hiδ(n) are in one-to-one correspondence when δ is an increasing range map.For any δ-canyon u of size n, let d(u) be the δ-canyon obtained by changing for each index
i ∈ [n] the letter ui into 0 if i is dominated by another index j ∈ [i + 1, n]. For instance, when
δ = m with m = 2, d(020050012) = 000050002. Observe that u ∈ Caδ is an exuviae (seeSection 1.3.5) if and only if d(u) = u.
Lemma 2.3.2. For any range map δ and any δ-canyon u, FCaδ (u) = FCaδ (d(u)).
Proof. Assume that u is of size n and set w := d(u). Assume that ua is a δ-canyon for aletter a ∈ N. Then, the index n + 1 is hindered by no other index in ua. Since w is obtainedby changing to 0 some letters of u, the index n + 1 remains hindered by no other index in
wa. Therefore, wa is also a δ-canyon. Conversely, assume that wa is a δ-canyon for a letter
a ∈ N. Then, the index n + 1 is hindered by no other index in wa. By contradiction, assume
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that ua is not a δ-canyon. This implies that the index n + 1 is hindered by an index i in ua.Let us take i maximal among all indices satisfying this property. Due to the maximality of
i, i is dominated by no other index in u so that we have ui = wi. This implies that n + 1 ishindered by i in wa, which contradicts our hypothesis. Therefore, ua is a δ-canyon. □

Lemma 2.3.3. Let δ be a range map a u be a δ-canyon of size n ⩾ 0. Then,FCaδ (u) = Jδ(n + 1)] \
⊔
i∈[n]d(u)i ̸=0

[n + 1 − i, n + d(u)i − i]. (2.3.3)
Proof. Let w be a δ-canyon of size n and let w := d(u). For any letter a ∈ Jδ(n + 1)], the
δ-cliff wa is a δ-canyon if and only if the index n + 1 is hindered by no index in wa. Now,for any i ∈ [n] such that wi ̸= 0, the index i hinds the index n + 1 in wa if and only if
a ∈ [n + 1 − i, n +wi − i]. By definition of d, all indices of w are pairwise independent. There-fore, for any i, i′ ∈ [n] such that i ̸= i′ and wi ̸= 0 ̸= wi′ , the sets [n + 1 − i, n +wi − i] and[n + 1 − i′, n +wi′ − i′] are disjoint. Lemma 2.3.2 and the fact that d is an idempotent mapimply the stated formula. □

Lemma 2.3.4. Let δ be a range map and u be a δ-canyon. Then, ω(eCaδ (u)) = ω(d(u)).
Proof. This follows by induction on the size of u, by using the relation d(u) = eCaδ (d(u)), andby using Lemma 2.3.2. □

Proposition 2.3.5. For any increasing range map δ and any n ⩾ 0, ECaδ (n) = Avδ(n).
Proof. First, since Caδ is by Proposition 2.3.1 closed by prefix, the Caδ-elevation map and sothe Caδ-elevation image are well-defined.By Lemmas 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, and since δ is increasing, for any δ-canyon u of size n ⩾ 0, onehas #FCaδ (u) = 1 + δ(n + 1) − ω(eCaδ (u)). (2.3.4)Let us proceed by induction on n to prove that for any u ∈ Caδ(n), eCaδ (u) is a δ-avalanche.If n = 0, the property holds immediately. Let u = u′a be a δ-canyon of size n + 1 where
u′ ∈ Caδ(n) and a ∈ N. By induction hypothesis, eCaδ (u′) is a δ-avalanche. Therefore, inparticular, ω(eCaδ (u′)) ⩽ δ(n). Moreover, by (2.3.4), we have

ω
(
eCaδ(u′a

)) = ω
(
eCaδ(u′)) + #(FCaδ(u′) ∩ Ja − 1])

⩽ ω
(
eCaδ(u′)) + 1 + δ(n + 1) − ω

(
eCaδ(u′))

− 1 = δ(n + 1), (2.3.5)
showing that u′a is a δ-canyon.Conversely, let us prove by induction on n that for any v ∈ Avδ(n), there exists a δ-canyon usuch that eCaδ (u) = v. If n = 0, the property holds immediately. Let v = v ′b be a δ-avalancheof size n+ 1 where v ′ ∈ Avδ(n) and b ∈ N. By induction hypothesis, there is u′ ∈ Caδ(n) suchthat eCaδ (u′) = v ′. Since v is a δ-avalanche, b ⩽ δ(n + 1) − ω(v ′). Now, by (2.3.4), since thereare 1 + δ(n + 1) − ω(v ′) different letters a such that u′a is a δ-canyon, there is in particular a
δ-canyon u = u′a such that eCaδ (u) = v. □

Proposition 2.3.6. For any increasing range map δ and any n ⩾ 0, the map e−1Hiδ ◦ eCaδ is a
bijection between Caδ(n) and Hiδ(n).
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Proof. First, since δ is increasing, by Propositions 2.2.1 and 2.3.1, both Hiδ and Caδ are closedby prefix. Therefore, the maps eHiδ and eCaδ are well-defined. By Proposition 1.3.10, the maps
eCam and eHim are injective, and by Propositions 2.2.2 and 2.3.5, they both share the sameimage Avm(n). This implies that eCam is a bijection from Cam to Avm(n), and that e−1Him is awell-defined map and is a bijection from Avm(n) to Him(n). Therefore, the statement of theproposition follows. □

As a consequence of Proposition 2.3.6, for any m ⩾ 0, m-canyons are enumerated by
m-Fuss-Catalan numbers.
2.3.2. Posets. For any n ⩾ 0, the subposet Caδ(n) is the δ-canyon poset of order n. Figure 8shows the Hasse diagrams of some m-canyon posets. The 1-canyons are also known as
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FIGURE 8. Hasse diagrams of some δ-canyon posets.

Tamari diagrams and have been introduced in [Pal86]. The set of these objects of size n isin one-to-one correspondence with the set of binary trees with n internal nodes. It is alsoknown that the componentwise comparison of Tamari diagrams is the Tamari order [Pal86].Recall that the Tamari order admits, as covering relation, the right rotation operation inbinary trees. It has also the nice property to endow the set of binary trees of a given sizewith a lattice structure [HT72]. Besides, a study of the posets of the intervals of the Tamariorder, based upon a generalization of Tamari diagrams, has been performed in [Com19]. TheTamari posets admit a lot of generalizations, for instance through the so-called m-Tamariposets [BPR12] where m ⩾ 0, and through the ν-Tamari posets [PRV17] where ν is a binaryword. Our δ-canyon posets can be seen as different generalizations of Tamari posets. Forany m ⩾ 2, the m-canyon posets are not isomorphic to the m-Tamari posets. Moreover, weshall prove in the sequel that for any increasing map δ, Caδ is a lattice. As already mentioned,Tamari posets have the nice property to be lattices [HT72], are also EL-shellable [BW97], andconstructible by interval doubling [Gey94]. The same properties hold for m-Tamari lattices,see respectively [BMFPR11] and [Müh15] for the first two ones. The last one is a consequenceof the fact that m-Tamari lattices are intervals of 1-Tamari lattices [BMFPR11] and the factthat the property to be constructible by interval doubling is preserved for all sublattices of alattice [Day79]. As we shall see here, the δ-canyon posets have the same three properties.
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Proposition 2.3.7. For any increasing range map δ and n ⩾ 0, the poset Caδ(n) is

(i) straight;
(ii) coated;

(iii) nested;
(iv) EL-shellable;
(v) a meet semi-sublattice of Clδ(n);

(vi) a lattice;
(vii) constructible by interval doubling.

Proof. Point (iii) is immediate. Assume that u and v are two δ-canyons of size n such that
u ≼ v. Let k ∈ [n − 1] and consider the δ-cliff w := u1 . . . ukvk+1 . . . vn. Now, since for any
i ∈ [k], wi = ui ⩽ vi , and for any i ∈ [k+1, n], wi = vi ⩾ ui , the fact that u and v are δ-caynonsimplies that for any i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [wi] such that i − j ⩾ 1, the inequality wj ⩾ wi−j + jholds. Thus, w is an δ-canyon, so that (ii) holds. Now, by Lemma 1.3.1, (i) checks out, and byTheorem 1.3.2, (iv) also. Let u and v be two δ-canyons of size n and set w as the δ-cliff u∧ v.For all j ∈ [wi] such that i − j ⩾ 1, wi−j ⩽ wi − j . Indeed, either wi−j = ui−j or wi−j = vi−j , andin the two cases wi−j ⩽ (u∧ v)i − j . For this reason, w is a δ-canyon. This shows (v). Besides,due to the fact that by Proposition 2.3.1, Caδ is closed by prefix and is maximally extendable,Theorem 1.3.3 implies (vi). Point (vii) is a consequence of Theorem 1.3.9 since (iii) holds andCaδ is closed by prefix. □

One can observe that Cam(n) is not a join semi-sublattice of the lattice of δ-cliffs. Indeed,by setting u := 0124 and v := 0205, even if u and v are 2-canyons, u∨ v = 0225 is not. ByProposition 2.3.7, the posets Cam(n) are lattices and Theorem 1.3.3 provides a way to computethe join of two of their elements. For instance, in Ca1, one has
00120 ∨Ca1 00201 = ⇑Ca1 (00120 ∨ 00201) = ⇑Ca1 (00221) = 00234, (2.3.6)

and, in Ca2, one has
0124 ∨Ca2 0205 = ⇑Ca2 (0124 ∨ 0205) = ⇑Ca2 (0225) = 0235. (2.3.7)

These computations of the join of two elements are similar to the ones described in [Mar92](see also [Gey94]) for Tamari lattices.
Besides, as pointed out by Proposition 2.3.7, when δ is an increasing range map, each Caδ(n)is constructible by interval doubling. Figure 9 shows a sequence of interval contractionsperformed from Ca2(4) in order to obtain Ca2(3).

Proposition 2.3.8. For any m ⩾ 0,
(i) the graded set I(Cam) contains all the m-cliffs u satisfying ui < ui+1 for all i ∈[|u| − 1];

(ii) the graded set O(Cam) contains all the m-cliffs u satisfying, for all i ∈ [2, |u|], ui <
m(i), and, for all i ∈ [|u|], if ui ̸= 0, then for all j ∈ [i − 2], ui−j < ui − j;

(iii) the graded set B(Cam) contains all the m-cliffs u satisfying 1 ⩽ ui < m(i) for all
i ∈ [2, |u|], and ui − ui−1 ⩾ 2 for all i ∈ [3, |u|].
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FIGURE 9. A sequence of interval contractions from Ca2(4) to a poset isomorphic to Ca2(3).These interval contractions are poset derivations as introduced in Section 1.3.4. The markedintervals are the ones involved in the interval doubling operations.
Remark that, from the definition of m-canyons and the description of I(Cam) brought byProposition 2.3.8, for any u ∈ I(Cam), all m-canyons v such that u ≼ v are also input-wingsof Cam. For this reason, for any n ⩾ 0, I(Cam)(n) is an order filter of Cam(n).

Proposition 2.3.9. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1, the set J(Cam(n)) contains all m-canyons
having exactly one letter different from 0.

By Proposition 2.3.9, the number of join-irreducibles elements of Cam(n) satisfies, for any
m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1, #J(Cam(n)) = m

(n2)
. Since by Proposition 2.3.7, Cam(n) is constructible byinterval doubling, this is also the number of its meet-irreducible elements [GW16].

2.3.3. Cubic realization. Let m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0. For any output-wing u of Cam(n), we define
ρ(u) as the m-canyon ⇑Cam (u′), where u′ is the m-cliff obtained by incrementing by 1 all lettersof u except the first one. For instance, the output-wing 01007 of Ca2(5) is sent by ρ to the
2-canyon ⇑Ca2 (02118) = 02348. We call ρ(u) the left-to-right increasing of u. This map is nota poset embedding because, for m := 2 and n := 3, ρ(010) = 023 ≼ 013 = ρ(002) but 010�≼002.
Proposition 2.3.10. For any m ⩾ 1, n ⩾ 0, and u ∈ O(Cam)(n),

(i) the map ρ is a poset morphism and a bijection between O(Cam)(n) and I(Cam)(n);
(ii) the m-canyon u is cell-compatible with the m-canyon ρ(u);

(iii) the cell ⟨u, ρ(u)⟩ is pure;
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(iv) all cells of {⟨u, ρ(u)⟩ : u ∈ O(Cam)(n)} are pairwise disjoint.

Proof. Let us first prove that ρ is a well-defined map. By Proposition 2.3.8, since for all
i ∈ [2, n], ui < m(i), the word u′ obtained by incrementing by 1 all its letters except thefirst one is an m-cliff. Moreover, since by Proposition 2.3.1, Cam is maximally extendable,
v := ⇑Cam (u′) is a well-defined m-canyon. Since by construction, for all i ∈ [2, n], vi ̸= 0,each word obtained by replacing by 0 a letter vi in v is an m-canyon. Therefore, v covers
n − 1 elements of Cam(n). These elements are obtained by decreasing vi by some value,due to the fact that by Proposition 2.3.7, Cam is straight. For this reason, v is an input-wing,showing that ρ is a well-defined map from O(Cam)(n) to I(Cam)(n). Let us now define themap ρ′ : I(Cam)(n) → O(Cam)(n) as follows. For any v ∈ I(Cam)(n), u := ρ′(v) is the m-cliffsatisfying ui =↿i ̸=1↿ui−1⩽ui−2 (ui − 1) for any i ∈ [n]. It is straightforward to prove that ρ′ is awell-defined map. Moreover, by induction on n ⩾ 0, one can prove that both ρ ◦ ρ′ and ρ′ ◦ ρare identity maps. This establishes (i).Let v be an m-cliff satisfying vi ∈ {ui, ρ(u)i} for any i ∈ [n]. Since ρ′ is the inverse map of
ρ, this is equivalent to the fact that vi ∈ {ρ′(w)i, wi} for all i ∈ [n], where w is the input-wing
ρ(u) of Cam(n). Therefore, by definition of ρ′, v1 = 0 and vi ∈ Jwi − 1] for any i ∈ [2, n]. Thefact that w is an input-wing implies, by Proposition 2.3.8, that ui < ui+1 for all i ∈ [n− 1]. Thisimplies that v is an m-canyon, so that (ii) checks out.Point (iii) follows directly from the definition of ρ: since ρ(u) is obtained by incrementing allthe letters of u, except the first, in a minimal way so that the obtained m-cliff is an m-canyon,there cannot be any m-canyon inside the cell ⟨u, ρ(u)⟩.Finally, assume that there are two input-wings v and w of Cam(n) such that there is apoint x := (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn such that x is inside both the cells ⟨ρ′(v), v⟩ and ⟨ρ′(w), w⟩. Bycontradiction, let us assume that v ̸= w and let us set i ∈ [2, n] as the smallest position suchthat vi ̸= wi. Therefore, we have in particular

ρ′(v)i < xi < vi and ρ′(w) < xi < wi. (2.3.8)Without loss of generality, we assume that vi < wi. Now, if vi − 2 ⩾ vi−1, then ρ′(v)i = vi − 1and ρ′(w)i = wi − 1. It follows from (2.3.8) that vi = wi. Otherwise, when vi − 2 < vi−1, wehave ρ′(v)i = 0 and ρ′(w)i = wi − 1. It follows again, from (2.3.8), that vi = wi. This contradictsour hypothesis and shows that v = w. Therefore, (iv) holds. □

This algorithm ρ brought by Proposition 2.3.10 describes the cells of maximal dimensionof the cubic realization of Cam(n). The definition of ρ is inspired by an analogous algorithmintroduced by the first author in [Com19] to describe the cells of a geometric realization ofthe lattices of Tamari intervals. Figure 10 shows some examples of images of output-wingsof Cam(n) by ρ.The three posets of the input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies of canyon posets arelinked in the following way.
Theorem 2.3.11. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0,

I(Cam)(n)O(Cam)(n) B(Cam+1)(n)φ4ρ (2.3.9)
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FIGURE 10. The poset Ca3(3) wherein output-wings are marked. The arrows connect theseelements to their images by the bijection ρ.
is a diagram of poset morphisms or isomorphisms, where the map φ4 is defined, for any
u ∈ Nn and i ∈ [n], by φ4(u)i :=↿i ̸=1 (ui + i − 2).
Proof. This follows from Point (i) of Proposition 2.3.10 and from the descriptions of the input-wings, output-wings, and butterflies of Cam(n) provided by Proposition 2.3.8. □Figure 11 gives an example of the poset morphisms or isomorphisms described by thestatement of Theorem 2.3.11.
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FIGURE 11. From the top to bottom and left to right, here are the posets Ca2(3), Ca2(3), andCa3(3). The two last posets contain I(Hi1)(3) as subposets. There is a poset morphism betweenthe output-wings of the first one and the input-wings of the second one.

Proposition 2.3.12. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 1,vol(C(Cam(n))) = vol(C(Clm(n))) = mn−1(n − 1)!. (2.3.10)
Proof. Directly from the definition of m-canyons, one has that the m-canyon 0̄m(n) is cell-compatible with 1̄m(n). Therefore, 〈0̄m(n), 1̄m(n)〉 is a cell of C(Cam(n)). Since all others cellsof this cubic realization are contained in this one, one obtains that C(Cam(n)) is an orthotope.This leads to the stated expression for the volume of the cubic realization of Cam(n). □
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2.4. Poset morphisms and other interactions. The purpose of this part is to state the mainlinks between the three posets Avδ , Hiδ , and Caδ when δ is an increasing range map. Weshall also consider their subposets formed by their input-wings, output-wings, and butterflieselements in the particular case where δ = m for an m ⩾ 0.
2.4.1. Order extensions. Observe that the map eCaδ is not a poset morphism. Indeed, forinstance in Ca1 one has 002 ≼ 012 but eCa1 (002) = 002 �≼ 011 = eCa1 (012). Nevertheless, bycomposing this map on the left with the inverse of the Hiδ-elevation map, we obtain a posetmorphism, as stated by the next theorem.
Lemma 2.4.1. Let δ be a range map, and u and v be two δ-canyons of size n. If u ≼ v,
then ω(eCaδ (u)) ⩽ ω(eCaδ (v)).
Proof. First, since by Proposition 2.3.1, Caδ is closed by prefix, eCaδ is well-defined. By consid-ering the contrapositive of the statement of the lemma and by Lemma 2.3.4, we have to showthat for any δ-canyons u and v of size n, ω(d(u)) > ω(d(v)) implies that there exists i ∈ [n] suchthat ui > vi. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, the property holds immediately. Assumenow that u = u′a and v = v ′b are two δ-canyons of size n + 1 such that ω(d(u′a)) > ω(d(v ′b))where u′ and v ′ are δ-canyons of size n and a, b ∈ N. If ω(d(u′)) > ω(d(v ′)), then by inductionhypothesis, there is i ∈ [n] such that u′

i > v ′
i. Since ui = u′

i and vi = v ′
i , the property holds.Otherwise, ω(d(u′)) ⩽ ω(d(v ′)). Since ω(d(u)) > ω(d(v)) and by definition of the map d, wenecessarily have a > b. Therefore one has un+1 > vn+1, showing that the property holds. □

Theorem 2.4.2. For any increasing range map δ and any n ⩾ 0, the map e−1Hiδ ◦ eCaδ fromCaδ(n) to Hiδ(n) is a poset morphism.

Proof. First of all, by Proposition 2.3.6, the map φ := e−1Hiδ ◦eCaδ is well-defined. By definition ofthe maps eHiδ and eCaδ , for any δ-canyon w of size n and any i ∈ [n], φ(w)i = ω(eCaδ (w1 . . . wi)).Assume now that u and v are two δ-canyons of size n such that u ≼ v. Then, for any
i ∈ [n], u1 . . . ui ≼ v1 . . . vi. By Lemma 2.4.1, this implies ω(eCaδ (u1 . . . ui)) ⩽ ω(eCaδ (v1 . . . vi)).Moreover, by the above remark, this implies φ(u)i ⩽ φ(v)i. Therefore, we have φ(u) ≼ φ(v),establishing the statement of the theorem. □Even if, by Proposition 2.3.6, e−1Hiδ◦eCaδ : Caδ(n) → Hiδ(n) is a bijection, this map is not a posetisomorphism. This is the case since there does not exist for instance a poset isomorphismbetween Ca1(3) and Hi1(3) —their Hasse diagrams are not superimposable. Moreover, asa consequence of Theorem 2.4.2, for any n ⩾ 0, Hiδ(n) is an order extension of Caδ(n).Furthermore, it is possible to show by induction on the length of the δ-canyons and by usingLemma 2.3.3 that Caδ satisfies the prerequisites of Proposition 1.3.12. Therefore, Caδ(n) is anorder extension of Avδ(n).To summarize the situation, when δ is an increasing range map, the three families ofFuss-Catalan posets fit into the chain

Avδ(n) Caδ(n) Hiδ(n)e−1Caδ e−1Hiδ ◦ eCaδ (2.4.1)
of posets for the order extension relation. This phenomenon is analogous to the one statingthat Stanley lattices are order extensions of Tamari lattices, which in turn are order extension
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of Kreweras lattices [Kre72] (see for instance [BB09]). In the present case, avalanche posetsplay the role of the Kreweras lattices, canyon posets play the role of the Tamari posets, and hillposets play the role of Stanley posets. The difference is that for δ = 1, even if canyon latticescoincide with Tamari lattices and hill lattices coincide with Stanley lattices, the avalanche posetsare not isomorphic to Kreweras lattices. Figure 12 gives an example of an instance of (2.4.1).
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FIGURE 12. From the left to the right, here are the posets Av3(3), Ca3(3), and Hi3(3). The poseton the right is an order extension of the one at middle, which is itself an order extension of theone at the left.

2.4.2. Isomorphisms between subposets. There is a link between the hill and the canyonposets, as stated by the following result.
Theorem 2.4.3. For any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0,

Him−1(n) I(Cam)(n)φ3 (2.4.2)
is a poset isomorphism, where φ3 is the map defined in the statement of Theorem 2.2.5.

Proof. This follows from the description of the input-wings of Cam(n) provided by Proposi-tion 2.3.8. □

Figure 13 gives an example of the poset isomorphism described by the statement of The-orem 2.4.3. A consequence of Theorem 2.4.3 is that, for any m ⩾ 2 and n ⩾ 0, the imageby φ−13 of Cam−1(n) ∩ I(Cam)(n) is Him−2(n). Indeed, the set Cam−1(n) ∩ I(Cam)(n) is nothingbut the set I(Cam−1)(n).
To summarize the whole situation of the links between the three studied Fuss-Catalanposets stated by Theorems 2.1.5, 2.2.5, 2.3.11, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and Proposition 1.3.12, one has for
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FIGURE 13. The subposet of Ca2(4) formed by its input-wings is isomorphic to Hi1(4).
any m ⩾ 1 and n ⩾ 0 the diagram

Avm−1(n) I(Avm)(n) O(Avm)(n) B(Avm+1)(n)

Cam−1(n)O(Cam)(n)

I(Cam)(n)

B(Cam+1)(n)

Him−1(n) I(Him)(n) O(Him)(n)

B(Him+1)(n)

e−1Cam−1

e−1Him−1 ◦ eCam−1ρ

φ2

I

φ1 φ1

φ3
φ4

φ3 φ2

(2.4.3)

of poset morphisms, embeddings, or isomorphisms.
3. ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS OF δ-CLIFFSThis part of the work is devoted to endow the sets of δ-cliffs with algebraic structures. Wedescribe a graded associative algebra on δ-cliffs motivated by a connection with the δ-cliffposets. Indeed, the product of two δ-cliffs is a sum of δ-cliffs forming an interval of a δ-cliffposet. This property is shared by a lot of combinatorial and algebraic structures. For instance,the algebra FQSym of permutations is related to the weak Bruhat order [DHT02, AS05], thealgebra PBT of binary trees is related to the Tamari order [LR02, HNT05], and the algebraSym of integer compositions is related to the hypercube [GKL+95].
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3.1. Coalgebras and algebras. We introduce here a cograded coalgebra structure on thelinear span of all δ-cliffs and then, by considering the dual structure, we obtain a gradedalgebra. When δ satisfies some properties, this gives an associative algebra.From now, K is the ground field (of characteristic zero) of all algebraic structures to bedefined next. For any graded vector space V, we denote by HV(t) the Hilbert series of V.We use here the notions of valleys in range maps and of valley-free range maps, definedin Section 1.1.1.
3.1.1. Coalgebras of δ-cliffs. For any range map δ, let Clδ be the linear span of all δ-cliffs.This space is graded and decomposes as Clδ = ⊕

n⩾0 Clδ(n), where Clδ(n), n ⩾ 0, is the linearspan of all δ-cliffs of size n. By definition, the set {Fu : u ∈ Clδ} is a basis of Clδ , and we shallrefer to it as the fundamental basis or as the F-basis. Let also c : Clδ → K be the linear mapdefined by c(Fε) := 1 and by c(Fu) := 0 for any u ∈ Clδ \ {ε}.For any n ⩾ 0, the δ-reduction map is the map rδ : Nn → Clδ(n) defined for any word
u ∈ Nn and any i ∈ [n] by (rδ(u))i := min{ui, δ(i)}. For instance, r1(212066) = 012045 andr2(212066) = 012066.Let ∆ : Clδ → Clδ ⊗ Clδ be the cobinary coproduct defined, for any w ∈ Clδ , by∆(Fw) := ∑

u,v∈N∗
w=uv

Fu ⊗ Frδ (v), (3.1.1)
where N∗ denotes the set of all words on N. This coproduct is well-defined since any prefixof a δ-cliff is a δ-cliff and the image of a word on N by the δ-reduction map is by definition a
δ-cliff. For instance, for δ := 1221013ω , we have in Clδ ,∆(F1021) = Fε ⊗ F1021 + F1 ⊗ F021 + F10 ⊗ F11 + F102 ⊗ F1 + F1021 ⊗ Fε , (3.1.2)and ∆(F1211010) = Fε ⊗ F1211010 + F1 ⊗ F111000 + F12 ⊗ F11010 + F121 ⊗ F1010+ F1211 ⊗ F010 + F12110 ⊗ F10 + F121101 ⊗ F0 + F1211010 ⊗ Fε . (3.1.3)
Theorem 3.1.1. Let δ be a range map. The space Clδ endowed with the coproduct ∆ and
the counit c is a counital cograded coalgebra. Moreover, ∆ is coassociative if and only if
δ is valley-free.

Proof. The first part of the statement is a direct consequence of the definition of ∆.To establish the second part, let us compute the two ways to apply twice the coproduct ∆on a basis element of Clδ . For any w ∈ Clδ , we have(∆ ⊗ I)∆(Fw) = ∑
x,y,z∈N∗
w=xyz

Fx ⊗ Frδ (y) ⊗ Frδ (z) (3.1.4)
and (I ⊗ ∆)∆(Fw) = ∑

u,v∈N∗
w=uv

∑
y ′,z′∈N∗rδ (v)=y ′z′

Fu ⊗ Fy′ ⊗ Frδ (z′) = ∑
x,y,z∈N∗
w=xyz

Fx ⊗ Frδ (y) ⊗ Frδ|y| (z), (3.1.5)
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where for any k ⩾ 0, δk is the range map satisfying δk(i) = min{δ(i), δ(k + i)} for any i ⩾ 1.The second equality of (3.1.5) comes from the two following facts. First, for any i ∈ [|y ′|],
y ′
i = rδ(v)i = rδ(y)i where y is the factor w|u|+1 . . . w|u|+|y ′| of w. Second, we have for any j ∈[|z′|], z′

j = rδ(v)|y ′|+j = min{
v|y ′|+j , δ(|y ′| + j)}, so that for any i ∈ [|z′|], rδ(z′)i = min{z′

i, δ(i)} =min{
v|y ′|+i, δ(|y ′| + i), δ(i)} = rδ|y′| (z)i, where z is the suffix of length |z′| of w.Let us now prove that (3.1.4) and (3.1.5) are different if and only if δ has a valley. Thesetwo elements are different if and only if there exists a factorization w = xyz with x, y, z ∈ N∗such that rδ(z) ̸= rδ|y| (z). This is equivalent to the fact there exists an index i ∈ [|z|] suchthat rδ(z)i ̸= rδ|y| (z)i. Since z is a suffix of w, there exists a j ∈ [|x| + |y| + 1, |w|] such that

z = wjwj+1 . . . w|w|. Now, we have
rδ(z)i = min{wj+i−1, δ(i)} ̸= min{wj+i−1, δ(|y| + i), δ(i)} = rδ|y| (z)i. (3.1.6)

To have this difference, we necessarily have δ(|y|+ i) < zi and δ(|y|+ i) < δ(i). Now, since w isin particular a δ-cliff, we have zi = wj+i−1 ⩽ δ(j+ i−1). Therefore, we obtain δ(i) > δ(|y|+ i) <
δ(j + i − 1). Since j ⩾ |y| + 1, this leads to the fact that δ has a valley. This establishes that ∆is coassociative if and only δ is valley-free. □

3.1.2. Algebras of δ-cliffs. Let · : Clδ ⊗ Clδ → Clδ be the binary product defined as the dualof the coproduct ∆ introduced in Section 3.1.1, where the graded dual space Clδ∗ is identifiedwith Clδ . By duality, this product · satisfies, for any u, v ∈ Clδ ,Fu · Fv = ∑
w∈Clδ ⟨Fu ⊗ Fv ,∆(Fw)⟩ Fw , (3.1.7)

where, for any w ∈ Clδ , ⟨Fu ⊗ Fv ,∆(Fw)⟩ is the coefficient of Fu ⊗ Fv in ∆(Fw). Therefore,
Fu · Fv = ∑

v ′∈r−1
δ (v)

uv ′∈Clδ
Fuv ′ , (3.1.8)

where r−1
δ (v) is the fiber of v under the map rδ . For instance, in Cl1,

F00 · F011 = F00011 + F00021 + F00031 + F00111 + F00121 + F00131 + F00211 + F00221 + F00231, (3.1.9)
in Cl2, F00 · F011 = F00011 + F00111 + F00211 + F00311 + F00411, (3.1.10)and in Clδ , where δ = 01312ω , we have both

F00 · F011 = F00011 + F00111 + F00211 + F00311 (3.1.11)
and F00 · F013 = 0. (3.1.12)

By Theorem 3.1.1, the product · admits the linear map 1 : K → Clδ satisfying 1(1) = Fε asunit, and is graded. Moreover, again by this last theorem, · is associative if and only if δ isvalley-free. For instance, for δ := 101ω , δ has a valley and since
(F0 · F0) · F0 − F0 ·(F0 · F0) = F000 − (F000 + F001) = −F001 ̸= 0, (3.1.13)

the product · of Clδ is not associative.
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We now establish a link between this product · on the F-basis of Clδ and the posets Clδ(n),

n ⩾ 0, introduced and studied in the previous sections. For this, let for any n1, n2 ⩾ 0 the twobinary operations , : Clδ(n1) × Clδ(n2) → Nn1+n2 defined, for any u, v ∈ Clδ , by u v := uvand u v := uv ′ where v ′ is the word on N of length |v| satisfying, for any i ∈ [|v|],
v ′
i = {

δ(|u| + i) if vi = δ(i),
vi otherwise. (3.1.14)

For instance, for δ = 112334ω , 010 1021 = 0101021 and 010 1021 = 0103041. For δ = 210ω ,21 11 = 2110. Observe that this last word is not a δ-cliff.
Lemma 3.1.2. Let δ be a range map and u, v ∈ Clδ . If the word u v is a δ-cliff, then u v
also is.

Proof. Assume that w := u v ∈ Clδ . Hence, for any i ∈ [|w|], wi ⩽ δ(i). In particular, thisimplies that for any i ∈ [|v|], vi = w|u|+i ⩽ δ(|u| + i). By definition of the operation , the word
w ′ := u v satisfies w|u|+i ∈ {vi, δ(|u| + i)}. Moreover, the fact that u is a δ-cliff implies thatfor any i ∈ [|u|], ui = w ′

i ⩽ δ(i). Therefore, w ′ is a δ-cliff. □

Lemma 3.1.3. A range map δ is weakly increasing if and only if for any u, v ∈ Clδ , u v is
a δ-cliff.

Proof. Assume that δ is weakly increasing and let w := u v where u, v ∈ Clδ . Hence, since
v is a δ-cliff, for any i ∈ [|v|], w|u|+i = vi ⩽ δ(i). Since δ is weakly increasing, we have
δ(i) ⩽ δ(|u| + i). This implies that w|u|+i ⩽ δ(|u| + i). Moreover, the fact that u is δ-cliff impliesthat, for any i ∈ [|u|], wi = ui ⩽ δ(i). Therefore, u v is a δ-cliff.Conversely, assume that all w := u v are δ-cliffs for all u, v ∈ Clδ . In particular, thisholds for u := 0 and v := 1̄δ(n) for any n ⩾ 0. We have δ(i − 1) = vi−1 = wi ⩽ δ(i) for any
i ∈ [2, n + 1]. Therefore, δ is weakly increasing. □Let χδ : N∗ → K be the map defined for any u ∈ N∗ by χδ(u) :=↿u v∈Clδ .
Theorem 3.1.4. For any range map δ, the product · of Clδ satisfies, for any u, v ∈ Clδ ,Fu · Fv = χδ(u v) ∑

w∈[u v,u v] Fw (3.1.15)
where [u v, u v] is an interval of the poset Clδ(|u| + |v|).
Proof. Assume first that w := u v ∈ Clδ . By Lemma 3.1.2, u v ∈ Clδ . By (3.1.8), for any
w ′ ∈ Clδ , Fw ′ appears in Fu · Fv if and only if there is v ′ ∈ r−1

δ (v) such that uv ′ = w ′. Thisimplies that rδ(v ′) = v and, by definition of the δ-reduction map, for any i ∈ [|v|], v ′
i ⩾ vi.Moreover, since w ′ is a δ-cliff, we have for any i ∈ [|v|], v ′

i = w ′
|u|+i ⩽ δ(|u| + i). Therefore, forall i ∈ [|v|], vi ⩽ v ′

i ⩽ δ(|u| + i). This is equivalent to the fact that u v ≼ w ′ ≼ u v and leadsto the expression of the statement of theorem.Assume finally that w := u v /∈ Clδ . Since u and v are δ-cliffs, there exists an index i ∈ [|v|]such that w|u|+i > δ(|u| + i). Since w|u|+i = vi , this implies that vi > δ(|u| + i). Observe thatby definition of the δ-reduction map, for all v ′ ∈ r−1
δ (v) and j ∈ [|v|], v ′

j ⩾ vj . Therefore, no
uv ′ can be a δ-cliff. By inspecting Formula (3.1.8) for the product ·, we obtain that the sum isempty, so that Fu · Fv = 0. □
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For instance, for δ := 01120ω ,F01 · F010 = F01010 + F01020 + F01110 + F01120,and, since 01 011 = 01011 /∈ Clδ , F01 · F011 = 0.In particular when δ is weakly increasing, Lemma 3.1.3 and Theorem 3.1.4 state that anyproduct of two elements of the F-basis of Clδ is a sum of elements of the F-basis ranging inan interval of a δ-cliff poset.

3.2. Bases and algebraic study. We construct alternative bases for Clδ and establish severalproperties of this structure w.r.t. properties of the range map δ. The main results are sum-marized in Table 1. We also provide a classification of all associative algebras Clδ in four
Properties of δ Properties of Clδ

None Unital graded magmatic algebraProducts on the F-basis are intervals in δ-cliff posetsValley-free Associative algebraValley-free and 1-dominated Finite presentationWeakly increasing Free as unital associative algebra
TABLE 1. Properties of the algebras Clδ implied by properties of range maps δ.

classes, depending on properties of the valley-free range map δ.We use here the notion of j-dominated range maps, defined in Section 1.1.1.
3.2.1. G-basis. For any u ∈ Clδ , let Gu := Fcδ (u), (3.2.1)where c(u) is the complementary of u as defined in Section 1.2.1. Due to the fact that c is aninvolution, the set {Gu : u ∈ Clδ} is a basis of Clδ , called G-basis.We now consider that δ is a weakly increasing range map. We need, to state the next result,to introduce for any n1, n2 ⩾ 0 the two binary operations ⊣,⊢ : Clδ(n1) × Clδ(n2) → Nn1+n2defined, for any u, v ∈ Clδ , by u ⊣ v := uv ′ where v ′ is the word on N of length |v| satisfying,for any i ∈ [|v|],

v ′
i = {

δ(|u| + i) − δ(i) + vi if vi ̸= 0,0 otherwise, (3.2.2)
and by u ⊢ v := uv ′ where v ′ is the word on N of length |v| satisfying, for any i ∈ [|v|],

v ′
i = δ(|u| + i) − δ(i) + vi. (3.2.3)For instance, for δ = 112334ω , 010 1021 = 0103042 and 010 1021 = 0103242. Observe thatin the case where δ = m for an m ⩾ 0, u ⊣ v is the word obtained by concatenating u and vand by incrementing by m|u| the letters coming from v that are different from 0, and u ⊢ vis the word obtained by concatenating u and v and by incrementing by m|u| all the letterscoming from v.
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Lemma 3.2.1. For any weakly increasing range map δ and any u, v ∈ Clδ , u ⊣ v = cδ(cδ(u) cδ(v)),
and u ⊢ v = cδ(cδ(u) cδ(v)).
Proof. These identities follow by straightforward computations based upon the definitions ofthe operations , , ⊣, ⊢, and cδ . □

Notice that, by Lemmas 3.2.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3, if δ is weakly increasing and u and v are
δ-cliffs, both u ⊣ v and u ⊢ v are δ-cliffs.
Proposition 3.2.2. For any weakly increasing range map δ, the product · of Clδ satisfies,
for any u, v ∈ Clδ , Gu · Gv = ∑

w∈[u ⊣ v,u ⊢ v] Gw . (3.2.4)
where [u ⊣ v, u ⊢ v] is an interval of the poset Clδ(|u| + |v|).
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.1, we have

Gu · Gv = Fcδ (u) · Fcδ (v) = ∑
w∈[cδ (u) cδ (v),cδ (u) cδ (v)] Fw = ∑

w∈[cδ (cδ (u) cδ (v)),cδ (cδ (u) cδ (v))] Gw . (3.2.5)
Now, again by Lemma 3.2.1, we obtain the stated expression. □

For instance, in Cl1,
G01 · G010 = G01030 + G01031 + G01032 + G01130 + G01131 + G01132 + G01230 + G01231 + G01232, (3.2.6)

and in Cl2,G01 · G010 = G01050 + G01051 + G01052 + G01053 + G01054 + G01150 + G01151 + G01152 + G01153+ G01154 + G01250 + G01251 + G01252 + G01253 + G01254 + G01350 + G01351 + G01352+ G01353 + G01354 + G01450 + G01451 + G01452 + G01453 + G01454. (3.2.7)
3.2.2. E and H-bases. By mimicking the construction of bases of several combinatorial spacesby using a particular partial order on their basis element (see for instance [DHT02, HNT05]),let for any u ∈ Clδ ,

Eu := ∑
v∈Clδ
u≼v

Fv , (3.2.8) Hu := ∑
v∈Clδ
v≼u

Fv . (3.2.9)
By triangularity, the sets {Eu : u ∈ Clδ} and {Hu : u ∈ Clδ} are bases of Clδ , called respectively
elementary basis and homogeneous basis, or respectively E-basis and H-basis. For instance,for δ := 1021ω , E10010 = F10010 + F10011 + F10110 + F10111 + F10210 + F10211, (3.2.10)and H10010 = F10010 + F10000 + F00010 + F00000. (3.2.11)
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Proposition 3.2.3. For any range map δ, the product · of Clδ satisfies, for any u, v ∈ Clδ ,

Eu · Ev = χδ(u v) Eu v (3.2.12)
Proof. By (3.1.8), we have

Eu · Ev = ∑
u′,v ′∈Clδ
u≼u′

v≼v ′

∑
v ′′∈r−1

δ (v ′)
u′v ′′∈Clδ

Fu′v ′′ = ∑
u′∈Clδ
u≼u′

∑
v ′′∈N∗

v≼rδ (v ′′)
u′v ′′∈Clδ

Fu′v ′′ = ∑
u′∈Clδ
u≼u′

∑
v ′′∈N|v|

∀i∈[|v|],vi⩽v ′′
i

u′v ′′∈Clδ
Fu′v ′′ . (3.2.13)

The equality between the third and the last member of (3.2.13) is a consequence of the factthat for any v ′′ ∈ N∗, one has v ≼ rδ(v ′′) if and only if vi ⩽ v ′′
i for all i ∈ [|v|]. By definition ofthe E-basis provided by (3.2.8), the last member of (3.2.13) is equal to the stated formula. □

Proposition 3.2.4. For any range map δ, the product · of Clδ satisfies, for any u, v ∈ Clδ ,
Hu · Hv = Hrδ (u v). (3.2.14)

Proof. By (3.1.8), we have
Hu · Hv

∑
u′,v ′∈Clδ
u′≼u
v ′≼v

∑
v ′′∈r−1

δ (v ′)
u′v ′′∈Clδ

Fu′v ′′

∑
u′∈Clδ
u′≼u

∑
v ′′∈N∗rδ (v ′′)≼v

u′v ′′∈Clδ
Fu′v ′′

∑
u′∈Clδ
u′≼u

∑
v ′′∈N|v|

∀i∈[|v|],vi<δ(i)Ñv ′′
i ⩽vi

u′v ′′∈Clδ
Fu′v ′′ . (3.2.15)

The equality between the third and the last member of (3.2.15) is a consequence of the factthat for any v ′′ ∈ N∗, one has rδ(v ′′) ≼ v if and only if for all i ∈ [|v|], vi < δ(i) implies v ′′
i ⩽ vi.By definition of the H-basis provided by (3.2.9), and since Frδ (u v) is the element with thegreatest index appearing in the last member of (3.2.15), this expression is equal to the statedformula. □

3.2.3. Presentation by generators and relations. A nonempty δ-cliff u is δ-prime if the re-lation u = v w with v,w ∈ Clδ implies (v,w) ∈ {(u, ε), (ε, u)}. The graded collection of allthese elements is denoted by Pδ . For instance, for δ := 021ω , among others, the δ-cliffs 0, 01,and 021111 are δ-prime, and 0210 = 021 0 and 011101 = 0111 01 are not.
Proposition 3.2.5. For any range map δ, the set {Eu : u ∈ Pδ} is a minimal generating
family of the unital magmatic algebra (Clδ, ·,1).
Proof. Let us callG the set of the elements of Clδ appearing in the statement of the proposition.We proceed by proving that any Eu , u ∈ Clδ , can be expressed as a product of elements of
G by induction on the size n of u. Since for any λ ∈ K, 1(λ) = λEε , Eε is the unit of Clδ .Since moreover Eε is generated by the empty product of elements of G, the property is truefor n = 0. Assume now that u is a nonempty δ-cliff satisfying u = u(1) · · · u(k−1) u(k) where
k ⩾ 1 is maximal and the u(i), i ∈ [k], are some nonempty δ-cliffs. If k = 1, since k is maximal,
u is δ-prime and therefore Eu belongs to G. Otherwise, by setting u′ := u(1) · · · u(k−1), wehave u = u′ u(k) where u′ and u(k) are both nonempty δ-cliffs. Then, by Proposition 3.2.3,Eu = Eu′ u(k) = Eu′ · Eu(k) . Since the degrees of u′ and of u(k) are both smaller than n, byinduction hypothesis, Eu′ and Eu(k) are generated by G. Therefore, Eu also is.
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It remains to prove that G is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion. For this, let any u ∈ Pδ and set

G′ := G \ {Eu}. Since by definition of δ-prime elements, and due to the product rule on theE-basis provided by Proposition 3.2.3, Eu cannot be expressed as a product of elements of G′,Eu is not generated by G′. Therefore, G is minimal. □

Lemma 3.2.6. Let δ be a range map. If u is a nonempty δ-cliff, then u admits as suffix a
unique δ-prime δ-cliff.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there are two different suffixes w and w ′ of u which are
δ-prime. Therefore, |w| ≠ |w ′|, and the shortest word among w and w ′ is the suffix of theother. Assume without loss of generality that w ′ is shorter than w. This implies that thereis a nonempty word v ∈ N∗ such that w = vw ′. Now, since by hypothesis w is a δ-cliff, andsince any prefix of a δ-cliff is a δ-cliff, we obtain that v is a δ-cliff. Therefore, w = v w ′where v and w ′ are both nonempty δ-cliffs. This implies that w is not δ-prime, which is incontradiction with our assumptions. □Let APδ be the alphabet {au : u ∈ Pδ}. We denote by K ⟨APδ ⟩ the free associative algebragenerated by APδ . By definition, the elements of this algebra are noncommutative polynomialson APδ . For any u ∈ Clδ , we denote by au the monomial au(1) . . . au(k) where (

u(1), . . . , u(k)),
k ⩾ 0, is the unique sequence of δ-prime δ-cliffs such that u = u(1) · · · u(k). By Lemma 3.2.6,this definition is consistent since any δ-cliff admits exactly one factorization on δ-prime δ-cliffs.
Proposition 3.2.7. For any valley-free range map δ, the unital associative algebra (Clδ, ·,1)
is isomorphic to K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ where Rδ is the subspace of K ⟨APδ ⟩ defined as the linear span
of the set{

au(1) . . . au(k) : k ⩾ 1, for all i ∈ [k], u(i) ∈ Pδ, and u(1) . . . u(k) /∈ Clδ}. (3.2.16)
Proof. Let us prove that Rδ is an ideal of K ⟨APδ ⟩. Let u := u(1) . . . u(k) such that for all i ∈ [k],
u(i) ∈ Pδ , and u /∈ Clδ . Let also v := v(1) . . . v(ℓ) such that for all i ∈ [ℓ], v(i) ∈ Pδ , and v ∈ Clδ .Therefore, we have au(1) . . . au(k) ∈ Rδ and av(1) . . . av(ℓ) ∈ K ⟨APδ ⟩. Since u /∈ Clδ , there is anindex j ∈ [|u|] such that uj > δ(j). This implies that (uv)j = uj > δ(j), so that uv /∈ Clδ . Hence,
au(1) . . . au(k)av(1) . . . av(ℓ) ∈ Rδ . Now, assume by contradiction that vu ∈ Clδ . Since u /∈ Clδ , thereis an index j ∈ [|u|] such that uj > δ(j). This letter uj appears at a certain position j ′ of a factor
u(i), i ∈ [k], of u. Since u(i) ∈ Clδ , we have uj = u(i)

j ′ ⩽ δ(j ′). Besides, since vu ∈ Clδ , we have
uj = (vu)|v|+j ⩽ δ(|v|+ j). Therefore, we obtain δ(j ′) > δ(j) < δ(|v| + j), and since j ′ < j < |v|+ j ,this leads to the fact that δ has a valley, which is in contradiction with our hypothesis. Hence,
vu /∈ Clδ so that av(1) . . . av(ℓ)au(1) . . . au(k) ∈ Rδ . This shows that Rδ is an ideal of K ⟨APδ ⟩.Let the linear map φ : Clδ → K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ satisfying φ(Eu) = au for any u ∈ Clδ . Recallthat Lemma 3.2.6 implies that au is a well-defined monomial of K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ . Recall also thatsince δ is valley-free, by Theorem 3.1.1, Clδ is a unital associative algebra. Hence, it remainsto prove that φ is a unital associative algebra isomorphism. First, φ is an isomorphism ofspaces since it establishes a one-to-one correspondence between basis elements Eu , u ∈ Clδ ,of Clδ and basis elements φ(Eu) = au of K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ . Let u, v ∈ Clδ . By Proposition 3.2.3, when
u v ∈ Clδ , we have

φ(Eu · Ev) = φ(Eu v) = auv = auav = φ(Eu)φ(Ev). (3.2.17)
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Moreover, when u v /∈ Clδ , we have

φ(Eu · Ev) = φ(0) = 0 = auav = φ(Eu)φ(Ev) (3.2.18)
since auav ∈ Rδ . Finally, we have φ(Eε) = aε = 1. This shows that φ is a unital associativealgebra morphism. □

Let ⩽s be the partial order relation on the monomials of K ⟨APδ ⟩ wherein for any monomials
au(1) . . . au(k) and av(1) . . . av(ℓ) of K ⟨APδ ⟩, one has au(1) . . . au(k) ⩽s av(1) . . . av(ℓ) if the word u(1) . . . u(k)is a suffix of v(1) . . . v(ℓ). Given a set M of monomials of K ⟨APδ ⟩, we denote by min⩽s M theset of all minimal elements of M w.r.t. the order relation ⩽s.
Proposition 3.2.8. For any valley-free range map δ, the ideal Rδ of K ⟨APδ ⟩ is minimally
generated by the set

min
⩽s {auav : u ∈ Clδ, v ∈ Pδ, and uv /∈ Clδ}. (3.2.19)

Proof. Let us call G the set of monomials of K ⟨APδ ⟩ appearing in the statement of the propo-sition. First, since for any auav ∈ G, we have uv /∈ Clδ , by Proposition 3.2.7, auav ∈ Rδ .For this reason, the ideal generated by G is a subspace of Rδ . Now, let x := au(1) . . . au(k) bea basis element of Rδ . Since u(1) . . . u(k) /∈ Clδ , there is a smallest index ℓ ∈ [k − 1] suchthat u′ := u(1) . . . u(ℓ) ∈ Clδ and u(1) . . . u(ℓ)u(ℓ+1) /∈ Clδ . Then, by setting v ′ := u(ℓ+1), we have
x = au′av ′u(ℓ+2) . . . u(k). Therefore, x belongs to the ideal generated by G. This shows that Ggenerates Rδ as an ideal. It remains to show that G is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion. For this,assume that G is nonempty. Let any x := auav ∈ G and set G′ := G \{x}. Since x is a minimalelement in G w.r.t. the order relation ⩽s, there is no au′av ∈ G such that au′av ⩽s auav . Forthis reason, x cannot be expressed as a product yx′ where x′ ∈ G′ and y ∈ K ⟨APδ ⟩. Moreover,since u is a δ-cliff and all its prefixes still are, x cannot by expressed as a product x′y where
x′ ∈ G′ and y ∈ K ⟨APδ ⟩. Therefore, G′ does not generates Rδ . This shows the minimalityof G. □

Lemma 3.2.9. Let δ be a valley-free range map. The unital associative algebra (Clδ, ·,1) is
free if and only if δ is weakly increasing.

Proof. We use here the fact that, by Proposition 3.2.7, Clδ is isomorphic as a unital associativealgebra to the quotient K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ and the description of the generating familly of Rδ providedby Proposition 3.2.8.When δ is weakly increasing, for all u, v ∈ Clδ , uv ∈ Clδ . Therefore, Rδ is the null space sothat Clδ is free as a unital associative algebra. Conversely, when δ is not weakly increasing,there is an i ⩾ 1 such that δ(i) > δ(i+ 1). In this case, there are u, v ∈ Clδ such that uv /∈ Clδ .By expressing u and v respectively as products of δ-prime δ-cliffs, this leads to the existenceof a relation in Rδ . □

Lemma 3.2.10. Let δ be a valley-free range map. The unital associative algebra (Clδ, ·,1)
admits a finite number of generators and a finite number of nontrivial relations between
the generators if and only if δ is 1-dominated.
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Proof. We use here the fact that, by Proposition 3.2.7, Clδ is isomorphic as a unital associativealgebra to the quotient K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ and the description of the generating familly of Rδ providedby Proposition 3.2.8.Assume that δ is 1-dominated. The δ-cliffs 0, 1, . . . , δ(1) are δ-prime. Moreover, since δis 1-dominated, there is an ℓ ⩾ 0 such that any δ-cliff u of size ℓ or more decomposes as
u = v w such that v ∈ Clδ(ℓ) and w is a δ-cliff having only letters nongreater than δ(1). Thisimplies that all δ-prime δ-cliffs have ℓ as maximal size. Therefore, Clδ is finitely generated.Moreover, the finite number of nontrivial relations in Clδ is the consequence of the finitenessof the generating set of Clδ and the description of the relations of Rδ . Indeed, there is afinite number of monomials auav with u ∈ Clδ , v ∈ Pδ , and uv /∈ Clδ that are not suffixes ofany other one satisfying the same description. Conversely, assume that δ is not 1-dominated.Thus, since δ is valley-free, there is an index j ⩾ 1 such that δ(1) = · · · = δ(j) and for all
i ⩾ j + 1, δ(i) > δ(1). For any k ⩾ j + 1, set u as the δ-cliff of size k defined by ui := δ(i) forall i ∈ [k]. By Lemma 3.2.6, there is a unique δ-prime δ-cliff u′ being a suffix of u. Since u′is in particular a δ-cliff, one must have u′1 ⩽ δ(1). Due to the previous description of δ, wenecessarily have u = u′. Therefore, u is δ-prime. This shows that there are infinitely many
δ-prime δ-cliffs and thus, that Clδ admits an infinite number of generators. □

The set of all valley-free range maps can be partitioned into the following four classes:
⋆ The class of type A range maps, containing all constant range maps;
⋆ The class of type B range maps, containing all weakly increasing range maps havingat least one ascent;
⋆ The class of type C range maps, containing all 1-dominated range maps having at leastone descent;
⋆ The class of type D range maps, containing all range maps that are not 1-dominatedand having at least one descent.

Theorem 3.2.11. Let δ be a valley-free range map. Each unital associative algebra (Clδ, ·,1)
admits the presentation K ⟨APδ ⟩ /Rδ which fits into one of the following four classes:

(i) If δ is of type A, then APδ is finite and Rδ is the zero space;
(ii) If δ is of type B, then APδ is infinite and Rδ is the zero space;

(iii) If δ is of type C, then APδ is finite and Rδ is finitely generated and nonzero;
(iv) If δ is of type D, then APδ is infinite and Rδ is infinitely generated.

Proof. This is a consequence of the presentation by generators and relations of Clδ providedby Propositions 3.2.7 and 3.2.8, and of the properties of the generating sets and relationsspaces of Clδ raised by Lemmas 3.2.9 and 3.2.10. □

3.2.4. Examples. We provide here some examples of unital associative algebras Clδ for par-ticular range maps δ and describe their structure thanks to the classification provided byTheorem 3.2.11.
Type A. Let δ by a range map of type A. Thus, there is a value c ∈ N such that δ(i) = c for all
i ∈ N. Thus, Clδ is the free unital associative algebra generated by a0, a1, . . . , ac.
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Type B. For any m ⩾ 1, m is of type B. Each Clm is free as a unital algebra and its minimalgenerating sets are infinite.
Proposition 3.2.12. For any m ⩾ 0, the generating series of the minimal generating set of
Clm satisfies

GPm (t) = 1 − 1
HClm (t) . (3.2.20)

Proof. Since Clm is a free unital associative algebra, its Hilbert series and the generatingseries of its minimal generating set satisfies the relation HClm (t) = (1 − GPm (t))−1. This leadsto the stated expression for GPm (t). □

The first generators of Cl1 are
a0, a01, a002, a011, a012,

a0003, a0013, a0021, a0022, a0023, a0102, a0103, a0111, a0112, a0113, a0121, a0122, a0123, (3.2.21)
and the first generators of Cl2 are

a0, a01, a02, a003, a004, a011, a012, a013, a014, a021, a022, a023, a024. (3.2.22)
A consequence of the freeness of Cl1 is that Cl1 is isomorphic as a unital associative algebrato FQSym [MR95,DHT02], an associative algebra on the linear span of all permutations. Thisfollows from the fact that FQSym is also free as a unital associative algebra and that itsHilbert series is the same as the one of Cl1. Moreover, in [NT20], the authors constructsome associative algebras mFQSym as generalizations of FQSym whose bases are indexed byobjects being generalizations of permutations. The algebras Clm, m ⩾ 0, can therefore beseen as other generalizations of FQSym, not isomorphic to mFQSym when m ⩾ 2.

Type C. Let the range map δ := 010ω of type C. The unital associative algebra Clδ admits thepresentation Clδ ≃ K ⟨a0, a01⟩ /Rδ where Rδ is minimally generated by the elements
a0a01, a01a01. (3.2.23)

Let the range map δ := 0110ω of type C. The unital associative algebra Clδ admits thepresentation Clδ ≃ K ⟨a0, a01, a011⟩ /Rδ where Rδ is minimally generated by the elements
a0a0a01, a01a01, a01a0a01, a011a01, a011a0a01, a0a011, a01a011, a011a011. (3.2.24)

Let the range map δ := 210ω of type C. The unital associative algebra Clδ admits thepresentation Clδ ≃ K ⟨a0, a1, a2⟩ /Rδ where Rδ is minimally generated
a0a0a1, a0a1a1, a1a0a1, a1a1a1, a2a0a1, a2a1a1, a0a2, a1a2, a2a2. (3.2.25)

Type D. Let the range map δ := 021ω of type D. The unital associative algebra Clδ admitsthe presentation Clδ ≃ K ⟨a0, a01, a02, a011, a021, a0111, a0211, a01111, a02111, . . . ⟩ /Rδ where Rδ isgenerated by the relations
a0a02, a01a02, a02a02, a011a02, a021a02, a0a021, a01a021, a02a021, a0a0211, . . . . (3.2.26)
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Let the range map δ := 1232ω of type D. The unital associative algebra Clδ admits thepresentation Clδ ≃ K ⟨a0, a1, a02, a12, a003, a013, a022, a023, a103, a113, a122, a123, . . . ⟩ /Rδ where Rδis generated by the relations

a0a003, a1a003, a02a003, a12a003, a0a013, a1a013, a02a013, a12a013, . . . . (3.2.27)
3.3. Quotient algebras. This last section of this work provides an answer to the problem setout in the introduction. This question concerns the possibility of constructing a hierarchyof substructures of Clδ similar to that of FQSym. For this, we consider quotients of Clδobtained by considering a graded subset S of Clδ and by equating the basis elements Fu with0 whenever u /∈ S. As we shall see, this is possible only under some combinatorial conditionson S. We describe the products of these quotient algebras and give a sufficient condition forthe fact that it can be expressed by interval of the poset S(n) for a certain n ⩾ 0. We end thispart by studying the quotients of Clm obtained from m-hills and m-canyons.
3.3.1. Quotient space. Let δ be a range map. Given a graded subset S of Clδ , let ClS be thequotient space of Clδ defined by ClS := Clδ/VS such that VS is the linear span of the set
{Fu : u ∈ Clδ \ S}. By definition, the set {Fu : u ∈ S} is a basis of ClS.

Let us introduce here an important combinatorial condition for the sequel on S. We saythatS is closed by suffix reduction if for any u ∈ S, for all suffixes u′ of u, rδ(u′) ∈ S.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let δ be a valley-free range map and S be a graded subset of Clδ . If S
is closed by prefix and is closed by suffix reduction, then ClS is a quotient algebra of the
unital associative algebra (Clδ, ·,1).
Proof. Notice first that, since δ is valley-free, Clδ is by Theorem 3.1.1 a well-defined unitalassociative algebra. We have to prove that VS is an associative algebra ideal of ClS. For this,let Fu ∈ VS and Fv ∈ ClS. Let us look at Expression (3.1.8) for computing the product of Clδ .Assume that there is a cliff uv ′ ∈ S such that Fuv ′ appears in Fu · Fv . Then, since S is closedby prefix, u ∈ S, which contradicts our hypothesis. For this reason, Fu · Fv belongs to VS.Moreover, let Fu ∈ ClS and Fv ∈ VS. Assume that there is a cliff uv ′ ∈ S such that Fuv ′ appearsin Fu · Fv . Then, since S is closed by suffix reduction, one has rδ(v ′) ∈ S. By (3.1.8), rδ(v ′) = v,leading to the fact that v ∈ S holds, and which contradicts our hypothesis. Therefore, Fu · Fvbelongs to VS. This establishes the statement of the proposition. □

Notice that the graded subset Avδ is not closed by suffix reduction. For instance, even if00112 is an 1-avalanche, the 1-reduction of its suffix 112 is 012, which is not an 1-avalanche.
Let us denote by θS : Clδ → ClS the canonical projection map. By definition, this mapsatisfies, for any u ∈ Clδ , θS(Fu) =↿u∈S Fu.

3.3.2. Product. We show here that under some conditions of S, the product in ClS can bedescribed by using the poset structure of S. More precisely, we say that ClS has the interval
condition if the support of any product Fu · Fv , u, v ∈ S, is empty or is an interval of a poset
S(n), n ⩾ 0.
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Lemma 3.3.2. Let δ be a range map and S be a graded subset of Clδ such that for any
n ⩾ 0, S(n) is a meet (resp. join) semi-sublattice of Clδ(n). For any u, v ∈ S, if u v is a
δ-cliff, then the set [u v, u v] ∩ S admits at most one minimal (resp. maximal) element.

Proof. Assume that S(n) is a meet semi-sublattice of Clδ(n) and that u v ∈ Clδ . By Lemma 3.1.2,
u v ∈ Clδ so that I := [u v, u v] is a well-defined interval of Clδ(n). Assume that there existtwo δ-cliffs w and w ′ belonging to I ∩ S. Since S(n) is a meet semi-sublattice of Clδ(n), bysetting w ′′ := w ∧w ′, one has w ′′ ∈ S. Since u v is a lower bound of both w and w ′, wenecessarily have u v ≼ w ′′ and w ′′ ∈ I . This shows that when I ∩ S is nonempty, this setadmits exactly one minimal element. The proof is analogous for the respective part of thestatement of the proposition. □When for any n ⩾ 0, S(n) is a lattice, we denote by ∧S (resp. ∨S) its meet (resp. join)operation. In this case, S is meet-stable (resp. join-stable) if, for any n ⩾ 0 and any u, v ∈ S(n),the relation ui = vi for an i ∈ [n] implies that the i-th letter of u∧S v (resp. u∨S v) is equalto ui.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let δ be a range map and S be a closed by prefix, maximally extendable, and
join-stable graded subset of Clδ . For any u, v ∈ S such u v is a δ-cliff, the set [u v, u v]∩S
admits at most one maximal element.

Proof. Assume that u v ∈ Clδ . By Lemma 3.1.2, u v ∈ Clδ so that I := [u v, u v] is a well-defined interval of δ-cliff poset. Assume that there exist two δ-cliffs w and w ′ belonging to I∩S.It follows from the hypotheses on S of the statement that, by Theorem 1.3.3, the operation ∨Sis the join operation of the posets S(n), n ⩾ 0 (see Section 1.3.2). First, since w ≼ u v and
w ′ ≼ u v, we have w ∨w ′ ≼ u v. Moreover, by definition of the ∨S operation, w ′′ := w ∨S w ′is obtained by incrementing by some values some letters of w ∨w ′. Now, observe that due tothe definitions of the operations and , w and w ′ write respectively as w = ur and w ′ = ur′where r and r′ are some words on N. Moreover, if there is an index i ∈ [|r|] such that ri ̸= r′

i ,then vi = δ(i) and (u v)|u|+i = δ(|u| + i). This, the definition of the ∨S operation, and the factthat S is join-stable imply that w ′′ ≼ u v. Therefore, w ′′ ∈ I ∩ S. This shows that when I ∩ Sis nonempty, this set admits exactly one maximal element. □

Theorem 3.3.4. Let δ be a valley-free range map and S be a graded subset of Clδ closed
by prefix and by suffix reduction. If at least one the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) for any n ⩾ 0, all posets S(n) are sublattices of Clδ(n);
(ii) for any n ⩾ 0, all posets S(n) are meet semi-sublattices of Clδ(n), maximally extend-

able, and join-stable;
then ClS has the interval condition.

Proof. First, by Proposition 3.3.1, ClS is a well-defined unital associative algebra quotient of
Clδ . Now, the product Fu · Fv in ClS can be computed as the image by θS of the product ofthe same inputs in Clδ . By Theorem 3.1.4, this product is equal to zero or its support I is aninterval of a δ-cliff poset. By construction of ClS, the support of the product Fu · Fv in ClS isequal to I ′ := I ∩ S. If (i) holds, then by Lemma 3.3.2, I ′ admits both a minimal and a maximalelement. If (ii) holds, then by Lemma 3.3.2, I ′ admits a minimal element, and by Lemma 3.3.3,
S′ admits a maximal element. In both cases, I ′ is an interval of a poset S(n), n ⩾ 0. □
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3.3.3. Examples: two Fuss-Catalan associative algebras. We define and study the associativealgebras related to the m-hill posets and to the m-canyon posets.
Hill associative algebras. For any m ⩾ 0, let Him be the quotient ClHim . This quotient is well-defined due to the fact that Him satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.3.1. Moreover, byProposition 2.2.1 and Point (i) of Theorem 3.3.4, Him has the interval condition. For instance,one has in Hi1, F01 · F01 = F0111 + F0112 + F0113 + F0122 + F0123, (3.3.1a)

F01 · F00 = 0, (3.3.1b)
F001 · F0122 = F0011122 + F0011222 + F0012222. (3.3.1c)

In Hi2, one has F02 · F023 = F02223 + F02233 + F02333, (3.3.2a)
F011 · F01 = F01111, (3.3.2b)

F0015 · F014 = 0. (3.3.2c)
By computer exploration, minimal generating families of Hi1 and Hi2, respectively up todegree 5 and 4, are
F0, F00, F001,F011, F0002,F0011,F0012,F0022,F0112,F0122,F00003,F00013,F00023,F00033,F00112,F00113,F00122,F00123,F00133,F00222,F00223,F00233,F01113,F01122,F01123,F01133,F01223,F01233, (3.3.3)

and
F0, F00,F01, F001,F002,F003,F012,F013,F022,F023,F0004,F0005,F0012,F0013,F0014,F0015,F0022,F0023,F0024,F0025,F0033,F0034,F0035,F0044,F0045,F0114,F0115,F0122,F0123,F0124,F0125,F0133,F0134,F0135,F0144,F0145,F0223,F0224,F0225,F0234,F0235,F0244,F0245. (3.3.4)

Moreover, the sequences for the numbers of generators of Hi1 and Hi2, degree by degreebegin respectively by 0, 1, 1, 2, 6, 18, 59, 196, 669, (3.3.5)
and 0, 1, 2, 7, 33, 168, 900, 4980. (3.3.6)
We can observe that for any m ⩾ 1, Him is not free as unital associative algebra. Indeed, thequasi-inverse of the respective generating series of these elements is not the Hilbert series of
Him , which is expected when this algebra is free.
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Canyon associative algebras. For any m ⩾ 0, let Cam be the quotient ClCam . This quotient iswell-defined due to the fact that Cam satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.3.1. Moreover,by Proposition 2.3.1, the fact that for any m ⩾ 0 and n ⩾ 0, Cam(n) is join-stable, and byPoint (ii) of Theorem 3.3.4, Cam has the interval condition. For instance, one has in Ca1,

F0 · F01 = F001 + F002 + F012, (3.3.7a)
F0 · F002 = F0002 + F0003 + F0103, (3.3.7b)

F0012 · F0103 = F00120103 + F00120106 + F00120107 + F00120406 + F00120407+ F00120507 + F00123406 + F00123407 + F00123507 + F00124507. (3.3.7c)
In Ca2, one has F01 · F0014 = 0, (3.3.8a)

F01 · F0013 = F010013. (3.3.8b)
F020 · F02 = F02002 + F02005 + F02006 + F02007 + F02008 + F02012 + F02015 + F02016 + F02017 + F02018+ F02045 + F02046 + F02047 + F02048 + F02056 + F02057 + F02058 + F02067 + F02068. (3.3.8c)
By computer exploration, minimal generating families of Ca1 and Ca2, respectively up torespectively up to degree 5 and 4, are
F0, F00, F000,F001, F0000,F0001,F0002,F0010,F0012,F00000,F00001,F00002,F00003,F00010,F00012,F00013,F00020,F00023,F00100,F00101,F00103,F00120,F00123, (3.3.9)

and
F0, F00,F01, F000,F002,F003,F010,F012,F013,F023,F0000,F0003,F0004,F0005,F0014,F0015,F0020,F0023,F0024,F0025,F0030,F0034,F0035,F0045,F0100,F0104,F0105,F0120,F0124,F0125,F0130,F0134,F0135,F0145,F0204,F0205,F0230,F0234,F0235,F0245. (3.3.10)

The associative algebra Ca1 is the Loday-Ronco algebra [LR98], also known as PBT [HNT05].It is known that this associative algebra is free and that the dimension of its generators are ashifted version of Catalan numbers:
0, 1, 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429. (3.3.11)

The sequence for the numbers of generators of Ca2 degree by degree begins by
0, 1, 2, 7, 30, 149, 788, 4332. (3.3.12)

We can observe that for any m ⩾ 2, Cam is not free as unital associative algebra. It follows,from the same argument as the previous section, that Cam is not free.
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CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONSThis work presents three new families of posets on Fuss-Catalan objects and associativealgebras on their linear spans. All this are based upon δ-cliffs, a combinatorial family of wordsof integers satisfying some conditions. Some general properties about subposets of the posetsof δ-cliffs have been presented, as well as general properties about quotients of the associativealgebras defined on the linear span of δ-cliffs.

Here is a list of open questions raised by this research:(1) (Generalization of the weak Bruhat order) — The first open question concerns thealternative order relation on δ-cliffs introduced in Section 1.2.3. This consists in consideringConjecture 1.2.2 and in proving that the posets (Clδ(n),≼′) are semi-distributive lattices, or atleast lattices.
(2) (Coproducts and Hopf bialgebras) — As explained above, the associative algebras Cl1and Ca1 are already known algebraic structures which are in fact Hopf bialgebras. Theyare endowed with a coproduct satisfying some compatibility relations with the product. Thequestion here consists in endowing Clδ with a coproduct where δ is a unimodal range map.We can ask also for a general definition of such a coproduct for the quotients ClS of Clδ forsome subfamilies S of δ-cliffs.
(3) (Other subposets and quotient algebras) — There are other subfamilies of δ-cliffs than δ-hills and δ-canyons which seem to lead to interesting posets and associative algebras. Amongthese, there are δ-dunes, which are δ-cliffs u such that |ui − ui+1| ⩽ |δ(i) − δ(i + 1)| for all
i ∈ [|u| − 1]. For δ = 1, we obtain a family in one-to-one correspondence with directedanimals, which are enumerated by Sequence A005773 of [Slo]. For δ = 2, we obtain a familyenumerated by Sequence A180898 of [Slo]. This axis consists in studying in particular theposets and the associative algebras of dunes.
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